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Prefac« 

This design study was done at the request of nj thesis adwlsor, 

Lt. Col. Villia» W. McKenna, and Professor Harold Wright of the Mechani¬ 

cal Engineering Departaent, Air Force Institute of Technology. 

The systea design process was aade easier by the very generous 

assistance giren by the staffs of the rocket test agencies rlslted during 

a field trip aade in support of this design. I aa particularly indebted 

to Aerojet General, Rocketdyne, and United Technology Center for their 

continued assistance by letter and by personal contacts. 

Circuit and eqnipaent reooaaendations are to a certain extent 

flarored by mj own experience in experiaental testing gained during ny 

service with the Central Experiaental and Proving Establlshaent of the 

Royal Canadian Air Force. 

I aa especially indebted to Lt. Col. McKenna for his interest, 

advice, and direction, in particular, during the evolution of the sys- 

tsa design. 

I also thank ay loyal and constant assistant, My wife Lorraine, 

for serving as ay typist during the preparation of the first draft. 

Douglas A. Fretts 
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Abstract 

This report describes in detail a systea design for a propulsion 

research laboratory intended to support graduate studies at the Air 

Force Institute of Technology. The systea supports experiasental rocket 

notors up to 500 pounds thrust. Major design considerations were the 

state-of-the-art, flexibility, safety, and low direct cost. A gaseous 

propellant systea eaploye two stages of pressure regulation and sonic 

venturi flow aetering. The coapletely electrical control systea uses 

a flow chart control console layout and features a annually stepped con¬ 

trol sequencer and an analog coaputlng circuit for the real tlae calcu¬ 

lation and display of propellant aass flow rates. The aeaeureaent 

instruaentatlon achieves aaxiaua flexibility by aeans of a patch panel 

for the selection of transducers, signal conditioning circuits and oscil¬ 

lograph recorder channels. The signal conditioning systea has been 

designed for local fabrication at relatively low cost and includes 

aanually operated aulti-step calibration circuits. The report Includes 

in its appendices recoaaended iapleaentation schedule, systea safety 

considerations, a tentative operating procedure, and a visit report nade 

in support of this design. 

X 
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\ DESIGN OP A 

PROPULSION RESEARCH LABORATORY 

I. Introdnction 

Background 

The Air Force Inetitute of Technology (APIT) placee considerable 

eaphaeie on the aero-space technologies and» consequently» has a 

requirenent for a propulsion research laboratory to support research 

studies of graduate students and faculty neabers. This requireaent 

was satisfied in part in 1961 when three APIT graduate students 

asseabled a gaseous propellant rocket test facility in an unused test 

cell. This building was acquired froa Wright Air Derelopaent Center 

(now Research and Technology Division) (Ref 1s1). 

This systea was fabricated froa salvaged coaponents acquired froa 

the foraer occupants of this test cell. Through the efforts of these 

students» a systea eaerged that was staple and effective and therefore 

considered suitable for eleaentary tests. Creditable studies have been 

perforaed in the past using this facility. However» these were fre¬ 

quently United in scope by basi«., systea linltations or failed to 

yield conclusive results because the neasurenent instruaentation systea 

lacked the necessary sensitivity Knd precision. 

General Requirements 

If a propulsion research laboratory is to be a true research 

facility, capable of supporting original investigations, it is neces¬ 

sary that the control and aeasureaent systea be sufficiently refined 

1 
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to aupport auch activitiea. Although diaenaiona of inveatigationa are 

not critical, soae uppar liait auat ba dafinad that givea dua con- 

aidaration to auch factora as oparating coat, aafatjr, and site location. 

Restricting a teat angina to about 500 pounds thrust and the duration of 

teat runa to 10 to 20 seconda operation is not a severe limitation. 

Although one-man studies do not require a high teat rate or costly data 

reduction facilities, the researcher should be spared as much of the 

tedium of extensiva data reduction as possible. Should the organiza¬ 

tion participate in a full scale research and development program, many 

persona become involved; then, a high test rate is necessary and the 

need for automatic data processing becomes urgent. 

A propulsion feed and control system, which includes the plumbing 

and control console respectively, should be reasonably .ligned with the 

current technology. The measurement instrumentation system must be suf¬ 

ficiently refined to make precise measurements of the required test 

parameters; however, it should not Impose limitations on a test because 

of lack of capacity, accuracy, or flexibility. A single instrumentation 

system usually serves all of the test activities in a test cell. This 

practical economy measure should not force compromises on the test 

engineer or restrict the scope of his investigations. The instrumenta¬ 

tion system should be easy to use, flexible. Incrementally simple, 

reliable, and practical with a minimum of sophistication. 

A dual role is served by the academically oriented propulsion 

research laboratory. It must not only support the research activities 

but must train personnel in order to prepare them for their place in 

the technology. Up-to-date techniques are required in the name of 

pzogress, efficiency, and safety. 

2 
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Therefor#, the ground rule for the 4#T#lop»#nt of a laboratory la 

to hare an attainable objeotlT# in tana of the organisation*a 

resources and requireaenta* The laboratory mat oonfora to the etate- 

of-the-art eren at the ezpenae of llaitatlona in dinanalonot scope, or 

areas of inreatigationa. Without these, the laboratory bocones a 

denonstration or training facility incapable of supporting serious 

research actiTitiea. 

AFIT Laboratory Design Requlrenent 

Scope» The scope of the propulaion research actintles at AFIT 

is presently confined to gaaeous, non-toxic propellants auch as oxygen, 

hydrogen, and nethane. Beyond this, studies are planned iurolring the 

use of the nore stable liquid propellants, vith possible extension of 

investigations into the area of solids and solid-hybrids* Typical 

investigations are concerned vith injector configuration, spherical 

rocket uotors, thrust vector control, and, beginning in the spring of 

1965, supersonic coubustion and detonation waves. 

Broad Specification. The systea design uust conforu to present 

technology levels; however, it uust not be overly sophisticated. The 

systea operation and use uust conforu to the standard techniques and 

practices enployed in rocket testing and uust deuonstrate standard 

safety and operating procedures. The systeu uust include necessary 

safety devices. Options, such as engine cutoff devices, which uight 

not be required for Halted dlnension tests, should be included as a 

training aid. 

Overriding considerations are the present facility, cost, safety, 

ease of construction, and flexibility. 

3 
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Capability. The systea capacity and scope of the test activities 

are defined as follows: 

(1) The oystem aast perait operation of test engines using gaseous 

oxygen and hydrogen up to 500 pounds thrust over a reasonable 

range of aixture ratios. Noainal test engines will operate at 

approxiaately 100 pounds thrust. 

(2) Wormal systea operating pressures will be about 300 psia, 

with a maximum of 500 psia. 

(3) The system must include an accurate means of flow control and 

measurement. 

(4) The system must have rapid response in terms of normal systea 

control and operation, and also in regard to safe and rapid shut¬ 

down (be ‘-.h emergency und normal). 

(5) The systea aust be capable of aodiflcation to perait the use 

of non-cryogenic liquid propellants. 

(6) The system aust be capable of supporting the following inves¬ 

tigations with alnimua aodificatiom 

(a) General perforaance tests of engines and propellants 

(b) Thrust vector control 

(c) Throttling engines 

(d) Injector studies 

(e) Detonation wave studies 

(f) Supersonic combustion studies 

(g) Combustion instability studies 

(h) Heat transfer studies 

(i) Solid fuel and solid-hybrid engines. 

Measureaent Instrumentation System Requirement. A reliable, self¬ 

calibrating instrumentation systea is required for aeasureaent and 
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recording of test parameters. Oscillograph recorders, suppleeented 

with caaera-equipped oscilloscopes asjr be used inltiallj. The ejs- 

tea aust be capable of seating the aeasureaent requlrenents of separate 

experiaents vithout coaproaise, without need of coaplete sjstea cali¬ 

bration, or without length/ setup procedures. The design aust confers 

with current techniques and be capable of prowiding reliable data of 

sufficient accuracy to aeet the test requireaents. Oscillograph oje¬ 

teas can deliver data accuracy; this tolerance is usually acceptable 

for aost propulsion experiaents (Ref 2*9). 

Propulsion Feed Svstea Requireaent. The propulsion feed syotea 

aust use a coaaon aetering and control systea to feed up to four test 

stands using the saae propellants. The systea aust accurately control 

and aeasure the aass flow rate of the propellant gases and aust allow 

engine throttling. The propellant and purge lines aust be waived at 

the test stand for safety and for rapid response and fast positive 

shutdown. Noraal configuration test engines aust use in-ehaaber spark 

ignition. 

Propulsion Control System Pequireaent. The propulsion control 

syotea aust be safe, flexible, and capable of being readily adapted to 

meet new requireaents. The feed systea and standard test practices 

must govern the design of the control system. Practical conveniences 

for the assistance of the test engineer will be included where practi¬ 

cal. 

Present Facility Status 

The present facility, described in detail by Maoko (Ref l), 

remains virtually unchanged since its Installation in 1961. The aeaa- 

ureaent instrumentation system has been aodifled, but its operation 

and accuracy have not been significantly laproved. 

5 
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The flow of gaseous propellant Is controlled b/ a single pneu¬ 

matically operated dome regulator valve. There are hand-operated 

valves at the supply manifold and at each of the four test stands. 

This regulator valve serves both as an on-off coatrol and as a flow 

regulating device. It is remotely loaded by hand-operated loader, 

valves located in the control room. Two possible flow rates for each 

propellant are availeble to the operator; these are selected by means 

of a three-way solenoid valve which applies pressure from one of two 

loader valves to the controlling dome regulator. A common purge is 

effected by the injection of nitrogen gas into the propellant lines 

immediately downstream from the control regulator and flow metering 

orifices. External ignition is used; that is, a flow of fuel is 

ignited outside the engine and the flame drawn into the chamber when 

the flow of oxidizer is initiated. 

The control console includes conventional controls and a system 

of sophisticated electrically operated safety and sequence inter¬ 

locks. This console is suited to routine operation of conventional 

test engines. 

The measurement instrumentation system consists of an 18-channel 

oscillograph, transducer balance network, and the necessary minimum 

strain gauge transducers. Temperatures are measured by means of a 

simple thermocouple circuit using an ice bath reference junction. The 

signal conditioning system which is of fi.^ed configuration, offers 

no signal sensitivity control or means of electrical calibration. 

The transducer reference voltage is drawn from a storage battery and 

is monitored by a simple voltmeter. 

6 
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Objectives of This Report 

The objectives of this report are to develop a syetea design for 

the AFIT Propulsion Research Laboratory and to offer that design in 

sufficient detail for its construction. While complete assembly, 

final wiring, and layout details are beyond the scope of this report, 

it is intended to offer enough detailed design and supplementary 

information to enable experienced technicians to assemble, check out, 

calibrate, and operate thic research laboratory. 

7 
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II. Design Discussion 

Approach to the Design Problea 

Little specific design information is available in the formally 

published literature; therefore, a visit was aade to a nuaber of 

active rocket research and development test agencies. Rather surpris¬ 

ingly* the visit proved that within many of these agencies, detailed 

system design information is vague and sketchy. Systeas are defined by 

a basic systea block diagram; beyond that, they are assembled from com¬ 

ponents and sub-systeas using a basic, but flexible electrical or 

plumbing system as applicable to a requirement. Valuable advice was 

received on the selection and use of systea coaponents, and the 

general systea philosophy as discussed in the introduction to this 

report. A report on this visit is given in Appendix D. 

Manufacturers of recoaaended coaponents and assemblies provided 

engineering, design, and application inforaation relative to their 

products. This inforaation plus the advice received on the field trip 

froa experienced test and instruaentation engineers provided the basis 

for the systea design offered in this report. 

As the design was being finalized, past and present users of the 

existing APIT facility and engineers with experience in rocket testing 

and research were consulted. A partial list of the agencies and the 

individuals consulted is given in the supplementary references. 

The systea design study began with the analysis of the required 

propulsion feed systea and the compromises Involved in achieving the 

necessary capacity and selection of coaponents. The propulsion con¬ 

trol systea design was dictated by the requirements for systea 

8 
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flexibility, rapid and positire control, confond.ty with accepted 

operating techniques, and system safety. The measurement instrumen¬ 

tation system design was approached with the intention of achieving 

maximum flexibility and data confidence with a minimum of sophistica¬ 

tion and direct cost. 

Propulsion Feed System 

The early design concept was based on the possibility of realiz¬ 

ing a closed loop mass flow control system. This Implied the use of a 

mass flow transducer that could be used in a relatively simple control 

system. The agencies visited, including Jet Propulsion Laboratories 

(Ref Appendix D), acknowledged the existence of several prototype 

gaseous mass flow transducers but could not recommend any for a rou¬ 

tine application. An alternate suggestion was the use of a volumetric 

turbine flow meter with temperature correction circuits; but, to modify 

this signal for control valve feedback would prove excessively complex 

for the AFIT system. In addition, turbine flow meters have poor 

response to changes in gas flow. 

Of the various direct and indirect means of gas flow control, the 

sonic choke appeared to have the most promise since it provided both 

measurement and control on the basis of essentially one parameter. A 

sonic choke, in the form of a venturi nozzle, has a pressure loss of 

about 10 to 15^. Its flow chan.cteristics are described by the familiar 

mass flow equation for sonic nozzles (Ref 3:62). 

(1) 

where w io .nass flow rate, P1 is upstream total pressure from the 
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nozzle, At is throat area, ia diacharfre coefficient, and C# is 

characteristic exhaust velocity. Thus, through C*, the aasa flow varies 

inversely as the square root of absolute temperature; errors resulting 

from assuming that the gas is at ambient temperature are small. For 

example, a 10°F change in gas temperatures causes a 1$ variation in 

the mass flow rate. 

A gas control system with two stages of regulation and sonic 

orifice metering was selected as the basic system (Fig. 1). The first 

stage of regulation provides the second control regulator with a con¬ 

stant inlet pressure, thus ensuring closely controlled pressure at the 

inlet to the sonic orifice. 

This propellant circuit has two flow metering sonic chokes; one 

is used for the control of the start-up flow and the second, which is 

adjustable, controls the running flow rate. A solenoid valve, in 

series with each choke, allows the selection of three possible mass 

flow rates, thus providing a throttling capability. The mass flow of 

the propellant gas is controlled by varying the throat area of the sonic 

choke or, to a lessor degree, the upstream pressure. The throat area 

is selected to allow sonic flow with minimum losses across the nozzle. 

The selection of system components is difficult if high mass flow 

rates are required. In order to minimize pressure losses, tubing dia¬ 

meters must be large, and pressure losses across regulators and valves 

must be kept as low as possible. A practical upper limit, with respect 

to system cost, is soon reached. In an effort to meet the system speci¬ 

fication and yet keep the cost within acceptable limits, one inch out¬ 

side diameter stainless steel tubing and nominal one inch valves were 

selected. Minimizing pressure losses may be expensive initially, but 

long term savings in operating costs can be realized because the gas 

10 
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pressure bottles may be run to a lower pressure. Double pressure 

regulation allows system precision to be maintained at low supply 

pressures. 

The first stage pressure regulators are located outside the test 

cell near the supply manifolds, allowing the use of components with 

lower pressure ratings (and lower cost) within the test cell. These 

low pressure components are protected from being inadvertently over¬ 

pressurized by the use of relief valves and blow-out diaphragms. 

Rapid shutdown response is desired. This is achieved by locating 

the propellant valves and purge injection "T" as close as possible to 

the test engine. This means that each test stand must have remotely 

operated solenoid valves for the propellant and purge lines. Operating 

costs are reduced because only a short length of line muet be purged 

to initiate or terminate a run. 

Complete design details including recommended parts list are 

given in Appendix A. 

Propulsion Control System 

A completely electrically controlled system has been selected 

because It offers faster response and greater ease of modificatiin 

than a pneumatic system. 

The control system is fail safe; that is, all propellant control 

solenoid valves are normally closed. Several positive steps must be 

made before the system can be operated or propellants allowed to flow 

into the test engine. These steps are: 

(1) Main 28 vdc power must be applied 

(2) Test stand selector and safety plug must be installed 

(3) System Ready switch must be selected 

(4) Key operated Arm switch must be selected. 

t 
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At each of the above steps, more of the system may be readied or 

actuated, but only after the system has been Armed can the propellant 

valves be opened and the igniter operated. In addition, door interlocks 

and system cutouts mujt be satisfied before the system may be Armed. 

To achieve the desired system flexibility, the control panel is 

fabricated from a series of sub-paneIs connected to the remainder of 

the system by means of short cables and suitable terminal strips. This 

will allow control system modification without complete re-work. The 

control consols is designed so that each valve in the system may be 

operated separately without defeating system safety meamires. There 

are several features included in the system that permit the console to 

be programmed for simplified control; these include a self-sequencing 

Auto-Stop circuit and a programming matrix board that reduces engine 

operation to pushing a row of interlocking push buttons. 

Control switches, as well as selection indicator lights, are 

displayed on a flow chart layout simulating as nearly as possible the 

propellant feed system. This makes system operation more readily 

understood and its status easier to Interpret. The operator display 

Includes propellant pressure gauges, low pressure warning lights, and 

test parameters displayed in engineering units, including computed 

mass flow rates. 

An emergency shutdown (ESD) switch included in the system removes 

electrical power from the Ready and Arm busses closing all system 

solenoid valves. Because normally closed valves are used throughout 

the system, power must be applied to the engine purge valves and to 

the valves which vent the dome of the control regulator and the line 

downstream from that regulator. Therefore, a second pair of contacts 

12 
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on tht BSD switch appliss power to theee latter ralwee coapleting the 

eyetea shutdown. In the event of power failure, the required voltage 

is drawn froa an eaergency power supply (an aircraft 28 volt battery), 

which is autoaatically switched into the circuit. 

Test cell deluge valves are noraally closed thus reducing the pos¬ 

sibility of inadvertent deluge. These valves are operated froa guarded 

switches that draw the necessary power froa the 28 volt aains or di¬ 

rectly froa the eaergenoy power supply. 

Couplets details of this systea, including soheaatics, fabrica¬ 

tion notes, and suggested parts list are given in Appendix B. 

Measureaent Instruaentation Systea 

The oscillograph recording technique offers acceptable accuracy 

(1 to 2%) and is reliable, siaple, and very flexible. The oscillo¬ 

graph record does not yield its data easily because the record aust be 

manually read point by point. In an application where the paraaeters 

are being frequently changed, this iaposes no aore hardship than 

reprograaaing of autoaatic data reduction equipaent. When frequency 

response requireaents are beyond the range offered by DC aaplifiers 

and high frequency galvanoaeters, other recording aeans are necessary. 

The most readily available means of recording high frequency data is 

the laboratory oscilloscope equipped with a Polaroid caaera or a con- 

tinuously-aoving-film camera. Oscilloscope records do not offer good 

time resolution unless the oscilloscope is equipped with a raster gen¬ 

erator; even this alternative is not suitable for long duration, high 

frequency recordings. The remaining alternative is a uagnetic tape 

recorder. Although more complex, the magnetic tape recorder offers the 

13 
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advantages of readily reproducible records, time scale expansion, and 

direct input into automatic data reduction equipment. 

Instrumentation flexibility is best achieved by the utilization of 

a system programming patch panel. The patch panel permits the pre¬ 

selection of transducers, signal conditioning equipment, and recorders 

without changing the basic system. Therefore, a number of different 

testa may be perforred using the same recorders and the same instru¬ 

mentation system. Changeover requires only the insertion of a pre¬ 

programmed patch panel and making non-^riticai balance and voltage set¬ 

tings. 

A variety of signal conditioning equipment is commercially avail¬ 

able which can be used to build up a complete instrumentation system. 

With the exception of complex electronic equipment such as DC amplifiers 

and analog-to-digital converters, much of the basic signal modifying 

circuits can be locally fabricated at considerable direct cost savings. 

Functionally equivalent assemblies such as bridge balance and control 

circuits and voltage calibration circuits can be built by reasonably 

experienced technicians. Manually switched electrical calibration is 

practical when experiments involve no more than 25 analog test parame¬ 

ters. A larger number of test parameters would justify the addition 

of automatic calibratior circuits to the instrumentation system. 

The instrumentation system design offered in Appendix C of this 

report gives detailed schematics and fabrication notes for an oscillo¬ 

graphic recording system which is based on the preceding discussion and 

the requirements stated in the introduction. 

Laboratory Safety 

Rocket testing and related experiments involve the use of con¬ 

siderable quantities of explosive or flammable materials that preeent 
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extreme hazard to personnel and property. Every practical precaution 

■uat be taken to reduce the probability of fire, explosion, or escape 

of these propellants; in addition, precautions are required to ainiaize 

the daaage and risk to personnel should such an event occur. 

Mechanical precautions involvo the design integrity of the basic 

propellant systea. This includes the safe and reliable operation of 

coaponents which aust have adequate safety factors and auet be coa- 

patible with the environment sind the propellants in uae. Mechanical 

precautions induce the isolation of the aore hazardous eleaents by dis¬ 

tance or by barriers which reduce the propagation of fire and fragaents. 

Operational safety precautions are required to afford aaxiaua per¬ 

sonnel safety even though they may have by-passed soae of the aechani- 

cal safety precautions, i.e., working in a danger area. Various safety 

devices and aeasures, such as key-operated araing switches, safety 

plugs, and access interlocks can be used to prevent accidental systea 

actuation and reduce risks while personnel are present in the test 

cell or danger area. These devices are only reainders to the operating 

personnel to observe the test cell safety rules which are the indi¬ 

vidual's best protection. 

Mechanical and operational safety devices and precautions have 

been applied where possible in the systea design. The aechanical pre¬ 

cautions include flaae shields around possible fire sources and relief 

valve and blow-out diaphragm protection for propulsion systea coa¬ 

ponents. Additional precautions are the use of stainless steel or 

bronze components, filtering of propellant gases, and the use of 

noraalV closed solenoid valves. Operational precautions include 

sequence and safety interlocks, safety plugs, locking ara switch, fire 

and explosive gas detectors. 
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The design safety precautions are included in the appendices 

detailing the design of the propulsion feed and control systems, 

respectively (Appendices A and B). These precautions are summarized in 

Appendix F, which also lists oxygen handling precautions and details 

safety considerations that apply to the test cell environment. 
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III. Summary 

The propoaed design given in detail in the appendices meets the 

APIT requirement as given in the introduction. It offers a complete 

system which is flexible, versatile, and capable of expansion and 

refinement to meet future requirements. The design offers nothing that 

is newj the techniquef and practices proposed have been proven in 

similar or related installations. It offers AFIT a means of realizing 

an up-to-date propulsion research laboratory at minimum direct cost. 

It can be implemented at once or in stages spaced over several years. 

The system design compares favorably with those in use at other 

test sites; while it does not have the sophistication or automation, 

it is equivalent in accuracy, scope, and flexibility. It can be sum¬ 

marized in the following points: 

(1) The propulsion feed system offers rapid response, fail safe 

operation and accurate control of mass flow rates with a precise 

throttling capability. Ample capacity of system components allows 

maximum utilization of the pressurized gas supply. All reasonable 

safety precautions have been taken for the protection of person¬ 

nel and property. 

(2) The propulsion control system allows considerable operational 

flexibility without compromising system safety. The system 

includes safety interlocks and cutouts and the positive safety 

afforded by a key-operated Arm switch and a safety plug. A 

manually stepped sequencer simplifies system operation and allowf 

the operator to preselect the firing sequence. The operator’s 

control console, which has a flow chart layout, includes 
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indication of systaa status and ths display of psrtinsnt test 

parameters, e.g., aass flow rate of propellants, thrust, and 

chaaber pressure. 

(3) The aeasureaent instruaentation systea design reflects the 

current techniques used in rocket testing. A prograaaing patch 

panel provides a flexible, accurate systea that will serve sev¬ 

eral projects at the saae tiae without coaproaise. Designs are 

offered for signal conditioning equipaent which can be locally 

fabricated at low coat. Aaple capacity has been allowed so that 

replaceaent of coaponents within the systea will not be necessary 

if the systea is enlarged. 

(4) Maxiaua laboratory safety is achieved by application of 

safety devices and precautionary techniques normally employed 

in larger and more hazardous installations. The inclusion of 

safety interlocks, autoaatjc and emergency shutdown circuits, 

normally closed solenoid valves, test stand safety plug, and key- 

operated arming switch afford optimum operational safety. Test 

cell safety is realized by the use of pressure relief valves, 

blow-out diaphragms, explosive mixture and fire detectors, and 

the application of strict oxygen handling precautions. 
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IV. Beco—endationa 

It la reco—ended that: 

(1) The ayate» design offered in this report be implemented as 

soon as budget conaiderationa permit. A auggested implementation 

schedule is given in Appendix E. 

(2) AFIT engage the services of an experienced technician to 

fabricate, assemble, and check out the system, 

(3) An experienced instrumentation technician be assigned to the 

Propulsion Research Laboratory to train users, supervise the use 

of the system, and perform modifications and refinements as 

necessary , 

(4) A short series of lectures be given semi-annually to system 

operators by an experienced instrumentation engineer, 

(5) The system be refined by the addition of a magnetic tape 

recorder complete with necessary accessories. This will increase 

the laboratory capability as well as provide AFIT with a very useful 

recording instrument. 
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Appendix A 

Propulsion Peed System 

System Design 

The gaseous propellant feed system offered in Fig. A-1 has been 

designed to meet the AFIT requirement as stated in the introduction to 

this report. For the purpose of the design calculations, the following 

assumptions were made: 

Engine thrust 5OO pounds 

Injector pressure 550 psia 

Fuel Hydrogen gas at 70°F 

Oxidizer Oxygen gas at 70°F 

A specific impulse of 330 seconds was assumed for a typical hydro- 

gen-oxygen engine yielding a required mass flow rate of 1.43 pounds per 

second. On the basis of the above information, and considering mixture 

ratios of r *= 1, 3» and 8, the hydrogen and oxygen flow parameters have 

been calculated and summarized in Tables A-1 and A-2. 

Table A-1 

Hydrogen Flow Characteristics for 500 Pound Engine 

Note: Smooth tubing, 0.9-inch internal diameter 

r WF 
(ibm/sec) 

Flow 

(scfm) 
Reynolds 
Number 

Velocity at 400 psia 

(ft/sec) 

1 

3 

8 

0.72 

0.36 

0.16 

8280 

4^0 

1340 

20.5 X 10^ 

10.4 X 105 

46 X IO5 

115O 

375 

256 
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Table A-2 

Ojygen Plow Characteristic® for 500 Pound Engine 

Motei Saooth tubing, 0.9-inch internal diaaeter 

r 

e 

wo 
(iba/sec) 

Flow 

(scfa) 

i 

Reynolds 
lumber 

r~ 

Velocity at 400 psia 

(ft/sec) 

1 

3 

6 

0.72 

1.07 

1.27 

532 

775 

918 

9.1 X 105 

13.5 X 105 

16.0 X 105 

70 

105 

125 

Syatea Description 

Oa® Flow. A gaseous propellant is supplied to the gaa manifold 

fro« a series of high pressure gas containers or trailers which are 

located outside the test cell (see Fig. A-2). Gas is adaltted to the 

syetea through solenoid valre V1 (see Fig. A-1)| with this valve open, 

the portion of the line upstream froa tht first pressure regulator (R1) 

is pressurized to sanifold pressure. This pressure is displayed on 

gauge G1 for the operator's inforaation and sensed by pressure switch 

PS, which is closed when the systea falls below an adjustable, preset 

pressure. Valve V7 peralte venting of gases that aay be trapped between 

valve VI and regulator R1. Hose coupling HC and valve V6 allow coaplete 

systea purging for maintenance and other purposes. Filter F1 accepts 

filtering eleaents capable of removing particles as saall as two 

microns from the gas stream. This size filter will remove most of the 

sujpended contaminants fount in oil pumped hydrogen (Ref. Appendix D). 

Regulators. Regulator R1 is a high pressure regulator which sup¬ 

plies control regulator R2 with a constant upstreaa pressure. The 
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regulator nanufacturer quotes approximately ^ psi change in regulated 

pressure for each 100 psi variation of inlet pressure. Consequently, 

for accurately controlled pressure at the flow metering sonic choke or 

venturi, two stage regulation is necessary. The regulator R1 is set 

to a nominal dome pressure, approximately 110 psi greater than that 

required at the metering venturi, by means of needle valves V10. High 

pressure nitrogen gas is admitted to the regulator dome through one 

valve and released through the other valve of the V10 pair. Pressure 

gauge G2 on the dome circuit indicates the dome pressure while the 

other gauge displays the regulated pressure. 

Valve V8 is provided to vent gases that may be trapped between 

regulatoro R1 and R2. A pressure relief valve, adjustable between 1000 

and 2200 psi, protects downstream components from excessive pressures 

that might build up if regulator R1 develops a very slow ’’whisper" 

leak. In the event of a gross failure of regulator R1, the excess 

pressure is relieved through a burst diaphragm which is set at 10?¿ 

above the pressure relief setting. 

The system components upstream of regulator R2 are located out¬ 

side the test cell and are grouped for easy control and operation 

during the pre-run checkout. System status is visually assessed by 

means of the pressure gauges and the quarter-turn hand operated valves. 

Por operator protection the hand-operated valves of the oxygen 

system (V6, V?, and V8) must be fitted with flame shields and extension 

handles. Similarly, the dome loading valves ViO of the oxygen regulator 

R1 should be located remote from the regulator (Ref. Appendix F). 

Regulator R2 is a critical regulator which controls the mass flow 

rate of the propellant gas. The regulating dome pressure is controlled 

by two solenoid valvus, VII, which are actuated from the control console. 
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To pressurize the done, load valve V11 is opened and gaa slowly admitted 

through a restricting orifice in the valve coupling, and the charging is 

continued until the desired pressure is indicated on precision gauge G3 

located in the control rooa. In the event that the desired pressure is 

exceeded, vent valve VI1 is briefly opened as well as solenoid val\e V9. 

These valves vent both the regulator doae and propellant line down- 

streajB fro« R1. Load valve V11 is again actuated to approach the de¬ 

sired pressure. A pressure relief valve, adjustable between 600 and 

1200 psi is located in this regulated line to protect downstreaa com¬ 

ponents. This protection enables lower pressure and more economically 

priced components to be used in the lower pressure portion of the 

system. 

Flow Control. Sonic chokes S1 and S2 provide flow control and 

measurement capability. The mass flow through this sonic choke is 

given by (Ref 3»62). 

C# 

For a fixed nozzle, A^ is known and variations in C# are 

approximately 1$ for each 10°F change in gas temperature (ambient)} 

hence, kiss flow of the gas propellant in taken as a direct function of 

the upstream pressure The throat area of choke S2 is selected to 

give the required "run” mass flow at a pressure that will ensure approxi¬ 

mately 2($ pressure drop across the choke. This sonic choke, referred 

to as a cavitating venturi by the manufacturer (Fox Valve Corporation), 

is an accurately machined venturi with a discharge coefficient (C^) ve-y 

nearly unity (0.99)• This choke is suppliai in either fixed or variable 

area models complete with calibration data. The mcuiufacturara, as well 
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as users of this choke (Ref Appendix D) claia pressure losses of 10 to 

1# (Ref 4). 

The throat area of choke S1 is selected to ffive a suitable start¬ 

ing flow rate and mixture ratios at the pressure established for S2. 

The pressure upstreun from the sonic choke is displaced in the control 

room on precision gauge G}. A pressure transducer and temperature probe 

provide outputs which may be recorded on the oscillograph for perma¬ 

nent record. 

The controlled mass flow of gas can ^e directed to the desired 

stand by opening manual valves V4 on the test stand. Solenoid valve 

V5 is actuated at the sam*5 timr V? or V5 is energized; however, V5 

cannot be operated until the system is "Armed" (Appendix B). Valve V5 

and the "T" connection of the purge gases are located as closely as 

possible to the test engine to ensure minimum shutdown time and con¬ 

servation of propellant gases. 

Purge System. The purge system provides gas for quenching the 

test engine, purging the system for maintenance purposes, and provides 

regulated gas pressure for pressurization of dome regulators. The purge 

gas, nitrogen, is admitted to the system through V2 and filtered by F2. 

This filter may be locally constructed and packed with glass wool to 

ensure that no foreign particles enter the system. Gauge G1 displays 

manifold pressure and pressure switch PS provides a low pressure warn¬ 

ing to the control room. Regulator R3 controls the purge pressure, 

which is usually set to about 00^ of the propellant injector pressure. 

Valve V44 admits purge gas to the test stand in use, and valves V12 

admit purge gas to the propellant lines through check valve Cl. Regula¬ 

tor R4 is a small, low capacity regulator which controls the gas pres¬ 

sure used to pressurize the dome regulators. The main purpose of this 
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regulator is to prevent accidental over-pressurization of ths dose 

regulator and to give »ore uni for* response to operation of the respec¬ 

tive loading valves. 

Test Stand Connection. At each of the selected test stand loca¬ 

tions, an angle iron and sheet steel fraae is rigidly attached to the 

test cell floor. On this fraae are mounted the propellant and purge 

valves, microswitches, as well as the test stand igniter. These com¬ 

ponents are mounted on and behind the steel plate which protects them 

from a possible engine fire. Only igniter terminals and tubing coupliigs 

pvotrude through this metal plate. Suggested dimensions are a 1/8 inch 

steel plate about 18 inches square, mounted about three feet above the 

floor on two inch angle iron. This plumbing termination is located 

beside the proposed test stand location so that a minimum length of 

flexible or rigid tubing is required to reach the engine connections. 

This side location would not interfere with the location of a lengthy 

thrust measuring stand. This means of terminating the propellant lines 

can reduce some of the plumbing clutter and also reduce the number of 

joints, elbows, etc., that are associated with more makeshift arrange¬ 

ments. Figure A- 2 gives a recommended component and laboratory layout. 

Igniter. The propulsion control system Includes provision for a 

28-volt dc igniter at each test stand. An ideal device for this pur¬ 

pose is the T-35 jet engine spark ignition system. A small aircraft or 

motorcycle spark plug can be fitted to the test engine for in-chamber 

ignition. 

System Efficiency. A schedule of pressure losses for the propel¬ 

lant feed systems at maximum capacity, i.e., operation of a 300 pound 

thrust engine is given in Tables A-5 and A-4 and Figs. A-5 and A-4* 

Pressure drops and total system losses are acceptable with the 
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exception of the high pressure drop in the hydrogen system at a flow 

of 0.7? Ibm per second, corresponding to a mixture ratio of r - 1. 

From this data, it is evident that some pressure loss is experienced 

in the second stage of pressure regulation, but this will be offset by 

improved system accuracy and a general reduction in operating costs. 

The greatest system losses are encountered at the low pressure portion 

of the system, in particular, across the final propellant solenoid 

valves and flow nr ^ -g sonic choke. These calculations allow for 20$ 

pressure loss across the choke where in many cases it may only be 10$ 

when operating at optimum throat area. Sample calculations of pressure 

losses are given at the end of this appendix. It should be noted that 

the pressure drop across some of the solenoid valves is based on a 

specified flow coefficient rather than the coefficient of a particular 

manufacturer's valve. This topic is discussed further in the section of 

this appendix which concerns component selection. 

System Response. The design of the system allows rapid response 

since propellant gases at the preselected pressure and mass flow rate 

are present at valve V5. This valve is located as close to the engine 

as practical, about five feet in most cases, so that rapid system 

response is achieved even at low gas velocities. 

Because the purge valves are located close to the test engine, 

purge time is reduced and rapid shutdowns achieved at low pressures. 

A purge pressure of about 300 psi will give a 0.2 second shutdown. Of 

course, less rapid response is realized at lower purge pressures. 

Throttling. This system as shown in Fig. A-1, is intended for 

short duration runs at accurately controlled mass flow rates. Three 

mass flow rates are possible during a test run: 
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(ï) start rate 

(2) run rate 

(3) start and run rate. 

?or tests where a greater degree of throttling control is required, the 

following systeK modifications are possible. 

The first and most practical modification is to install additional 

sonic chokes in parallel with the existing start and run chokes. Three 

chokes would give seven accurately known flow rates on selection from 

the control console. 

A second modification would be to use servo driven variable ori¬ 

fices; this is not as straight-forward as the first system, but it is 

being successfully employed at United Technology Center. 

Additional means of controlling mass flow would be to adjust the 

dome pressure during a test run. This could best be accomplished by 

connecting the regulating domes of the respective propellant regulators 

together, thus permitting the same dome pressure variations to be 

sensed by both regulators. This technique would rely heavily on nearly 

identical regulator characteristics and consequently would be of dubious 

accuracy. 

Safety. The system as described gives maximum component protec¬ 

tion. This is achieved by the use of pressure relief valves, blow-out 

daphragms, and regulation of dome loading pressure. Pressure switohes 

located on the supply manifold warn the operator of insufficient pres¬ 

sures for reliable and safe operation. These switches operate inter¬ 

locks to prevent the system from being operated should the supply 

pressures be too low. Valves VI, V2, V3, and V5 are all normally closed 

valves and can be closed simultaneously on emergency shutdown or on 

power failure. The control and operation of these valves will be 
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discussed fully in Appendix B. Pressure guu^e G5 is equipped with a 

pneumatic transmitter that precludes propellant gases from the control 

room. In addition, the indicating gauge is housed in a blow-out proof 

housing. 

Electrical safety in the test cell is a compromise between absolute 

safety, cost, and flexibility. The unofficial accepted rule in the 

rocket testing field recommends explosion-proof lighting and permanent 

fixtures such as exhaust fans, etc., which use I15 volts ac. All con¬ 

trol circuits to the test cell are operated on 28 volts through ade¬ 

quate wiring and properly fused circuits. Pon-sparking devices, such as 

solenoids, are not afforded explosion-proof housings but are equipped 

with spark suppressing diodes. All cable connectors are ’’potted'* to 

prevent sparking as a result of cable wear or abuse. Sparking sources, 

such as microswitches and relays, are enclosed in vapor-proof housings. 

Other precautions are adequate ventilation, explosive concentra¬ 

tion detectors (see Appendix P), and such common sense rules as apply 

to aircraft circuits. 

Component Selection 

A detailed study of the literature from a number of gas system 

component manufacturers was mads in order to arrive at the best com¬ 

promise between system cost, required capacity, desired efficiency and 

response, and the usable components of the existing system. This led 

to the selection of high capacity, nominal 1.0-inch components and 1.0- 

inch outside diameter stainless steel tubing. Wherever possible, 

stainless steel or other oxygen inert materials are specified for the 

propellant system as well as the purge system. This involves higher 
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initial ooat{ hovavar, it ansuraa a Tirtnallj aaintananca fraa ayatea 

with a alniaua of internal corrosion. 

The hand-operated Talyea in the ajratea vera epecified aa quarter- 

turn ball valTea. Thia type of Talve has aaxiaaa flow coefficient (C^). 

The quarter-turn handle allows positive visual indication of valve posi¬ 

tion. The manual valvea V10 which are used to pressurise the doae of 

regulator Hi are epecified as needle valvea for aaaa of control. 

The selection of solenoid valves is nade difficult by the fact that 

high capacity solenoid valvea, suitable for gaseous oxygen or hydrogen 

service, are expensive. Only one or teo types of solenoid valves were, 

without reservation, recoaaended by experienced personnel at Wright- 

Patterson APB. The Marrota valve, which is qualified for flight and 

space applications, is one such valve; however, its cost is beyond the 

present APIT budget. A more moderately priced valve, the Atkomatic, 

has been selected on the basis of the manufacturers specification. 

Por the purpose of design calculation and determination of syetem pres¬ 

sure losses, a of 10 has been epecified for the soienoid valves in 

the propellant system. The Atkomatic valves ha*<* sufficient capacity; 

however, if an alternate valve is selected, it should have a rating 

of ro less than 10 if system pressure looses are to meet the estimates. 

A recoaaended parts list for the propellant system is given in 

Table A-5. This list does not include miscellaneous hardware such as 

tubing, adapters, etc. 

Possible Coapromises 

The propellant feed system cost may be reduced if caly one stage 

of pressure regulation, regulator R2, is used. However, poor system 

regulation and varying mass flow rates will result. Additional funds 
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may be saved should only one test stand he equipped with 1.Ü-inch pro¬ 

pellant valves and the other stands fitted with 0.75-inch components. 

One inch outside diameter tubing should be used throughout the system 

so that the rated system capacity may be realized by the installation 

of the larger capacity valves. 

Should one set of propellant and purge solenoid valves be used to 

operate all of the test stands, at least ?5 to 50 feet of propellant 

line would be required between the propellant valves and purge injec¬ 

tion T" and the test engine. This length of line increases the system 

response considerably, thus reducing the effectiveness of the proposed 

engine protecting cutouts. Propellant gases would be wasted while 

purging the system both at start-up and shutdown. In addition, engine 

start-up is apt to be erratic aue to unknown starting mixture. 
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Table A-5 

Propulsion Peed Syste« - Oxygen Pressure Losses 

Ilea 

Tube 5 ft. 

Valve V5 

Valve V4 

27** 

10 

35 

wrt - 0.72 
o 

(iba/sec) 

w «1,07 
o 

(iba/seo) 

350 

351 

359 

AP 

1 

8 

1 

350 

352 

370 

AP 

2 

18 

1 

;o. U27 

(Iba/sec) 

AP 

350 

354 

379 

4 

25 

2 

Tube 15 ft. 

Valve V3 

Choke S2 

Tube 5 ft. 

Regulator R2 

Tube 20 ft. 

Regulator R1 

Filter PI 

Valve V1 

Tube and Manifold 

15** 

‘0 

# 

17 

7.5 

13** 

7.5 

18 

10 

16** 

360 

564 

372 

446 

448 

466 

470 

486 

488 

493 

4 

8 

74 

2 

18 

4 

16 

2 

5 

2 

371 

379 

395 

474 

480 

505 

513 

535 

539 

548 

8 

16 

79 

6 

25 

8 

22 

4 

5 

5 

381 

392 

416 

500 

508 

536 

550 

578 

586 

598 

11 

24 

84 

8 

30 

12 

28 

8 

12 

8 

Min. Manifold 
Pressure 495 553 606 

Note» P1 at injector - 350 psla 

* AP (aaxiaua) acrosu choke is 20^ 

** equivalent (calculated) 
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fable A-4 

Propulsion Fe«d Syrien * Fíy cl regen Pressure Losaes 

I t«a 

Tube 5 ft, 

ValTa ?5 

falvt ?4 

fube 15 ft* 

falve ?3 

Choke 32 

Tube 5 ft, 

legislator B2 

Tiablng 20 ft. 

legislator R1 

Filter fl 

Valve VI 

Tub« and Manifold 

Min, Manifold 
freits'iir© 

27¾ * 

10 

35 

13« 

10 

# 

12 

7*5 

13» 

7.5 

18 

10 

16» 

w_, « O'. 16 p 

( It»/see} 

2 

350 

531 

358 

35$ 

564 

371 

443 

448 

456 

46O 

468 

470 

475 

476 

T“. 
v . « O.56 

(Ibm/seo} 

1 

7 

1 

5 

7 

74 

3 

8 

4 

8 

2 

3 

5 

2 

550 

354 

58? 

590 

404 

454 

520 

536 

561 

577 

600 

606 

614 

620 

4 

53 

3 

14 

50 

86 

16 

25 

18 

25 

6 

8 

6 

‘Wp s O.72 

( It»/sec) 

P2 P 

550 17 

567 120 

487 9 

496 60 

556 90 

646 129 

775 55 

810 90 

900 3,3 

956 80 

1018 22 

1040 55 

1075 12 

1087 

lot#! P^i at injector « 550 psia 

* P (naximua) aoroaa choke ie 205C P 

** equival emt (calomlated) 
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3aiaiß3,e Calcttlation 

The following is an, example of how the preeaure drop across a com¬ 

ponent or length of tubing with fittings web calculated. 

The eatinatlon of the system pressure losses given, in Tables A-3 

and A-4 was expedited by the use of a, "Valve Slide Hule" manufactured 

by the Worthington Corporation and the nomographs published in the 

Crane Company Technical Paper 410. This publication entitled* "Plow 

of Fluids Through Valves, fittings» and Pipes," contains a number of 

nomographs baaed on the Bòxay-Weiabach or Fanning equation. 

The pressure drop across a valve with a known C is determined 

directly from the "Valve Slide Rule" by sotting the gas specific 

gravity, mass flow, operating pressure, flow coefficient (Cv), and 

reading the pressure drop in pounds per square Inch. 

The pressure drop of a 13-ft. length, of tubing (0.9 in* IS) with 

one flow-through "T" is determined ae followss 

Oxygen flow * 0.72 ibat/sec 

» 259O Ihra/hr 

Oxygen specific gravity at standard conditions 

(14.7 psia and 70 P°) « 1.10 

Friction factor Í « (,),« Ü11 

(Crane A-32) 

L/l) equivalent for flow-through "T" » 20 

(Crane A-JO) 

Using relationship for resistance coefficient 1 

K » f L/D (Crane 5-4) 

where l/l) is equivalent length in pipe diameters. 

I » Mil g..1.IS + 0,.011 X 20 
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K = 2.55 

from nomograph (Crane A-52), equivalent flow coefficient C ■ 15. 
V 

"Valve Slide Rule" settings: 

C - 15 
V 

specific gravity - 1.10 

operating pressure « 560 psi 

yields pressure loss, ^p * 4 psi. 
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Append!i B 

Propaleion Control Systea 

Introdaction 

The propulsion control systen (Pig. B-1) has been designed to 

operate the propulsion feed systea with safety, flexibility, and ease. 

The systea description follows the approxiaate operating sequence froa 

the application of systea power, through engine operation, to shutdown. 

Additional systea features, parts lists, and fabrication notes are 

given at the end of this appendix. 

Systea Description 

Power. The aain systea power is drawn froa a 50 aapere, 28 volt dc 

supply located in the control rooa. Upon closing Power switch (S6), a 

circuit breaker switch, power is applied to the control console, to 

valve position indicators, pressure switches and to the eaergency power 

supply charging circuit (a 28 volt aircraft battery). Power to the 

remainder of the systea passes through the normally closed Eaergency 

Shutdown (ESD) switch (S3) to the three position Ready switch (S1). 

Systaa Preparation. The Ready switch is selected to one of two 

positions, "Ready aanual" or "Ready sequencer". The closing of the 

Ready switch (Si) permits systea check-out and preparation, engine 

purge, and valves V1 on the oxidizer and fuel systea to be opened; it 

also peraits the control pressure regulators R2 to be loaded to the 

required pressure. Switch SV11 in load position (L) admits nitrogen 

to dome of the regulator R2; reversal of this switch to (?) vents the 

doae of the regulator R2 and the line downstream. The line downstream 

of valves V2 and ?3 nay be vented by operating either of these valves 
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as desirtd. Whils the systea is in Ready status» aoaentary switch (37) 

may be operated to purge the test engine. 

Safety Plug. A single Safety plug (Js) (Pig. B-1 and B-2) is pro¬ 

vided which performs two functions. In addition to serving as a safety 

plug» it permits selection of the test stand to be operated. 

Plug (Js) is a single male connector with appropriate pins shorted 

within its shell. This pit g is inser ted in its socket on the control 

console only when the system is about to be used and when the test cell 

is clear of all personnel. 

Engine Run. The propulsion system is prepared and operating pres¬ 

sures established while the system is in Ready status} however, final 

system propellant valves V5 and the system igniter cannot be operated 

until key-operated Arm switch (S2) is closed. Closing of the Arm switch 

actuates relay K11 and, one-half second later, relays K5 and K4, per¬ 

mitting valves V5 to be operated in parallel with valves V2 or ?3» 

The safety interlock relays K1 and K12 must be closed before the power 

from the Ready buss reaches the Arm buss. Safety interlocks such as 

door switches, explosive vapor detectors, will operate the interlock 

relay K1 and prevent the system from being Armed. Engine firing is 

accomplished by actuating the fuel and oxidizer switch (SV2-0 and SV2-f) 

and Igniter switch (S3)* Changes in propellant mass flow rates are 

realized by the operation of switches (SV3-0 and SV3-F) and (SV33-0 

and SV33-F) if a third control venturi and valve are included in the 

propellant line. Power relays PK5-0 and PK5-F have a short daisy 

before drop-out to accommodate break-before-make switch S10, which is 

explained later. 

Non-Combustion Cutoff. Pressure switch SP2, installed on the test 

engine, operates in conjunction with relays K8 and K12 to provide an 
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vSÍ • 
— W"«. 

automatic cutoff if combuttion has not commenced within two seconds 

after the opening of main propellant valve V5. The armature circuit 

of relaj K12 is completed through delay relay K8 or pressure switch 

SP2. If the pressure switch has not been closed before relay K8 opens 

(two seconds after operation of V5), the ground is removed from relay 

K12 and the Arm circuit opens. This event is indicated by a malfunction 

light on the control console. Switch S12 is provided to defeat this 

pressure switch; alternately, if this cutoff is not desired by an opera- 

tor, plug-in relay K12 can be replaced by a sMtably wired male octal 

connector. For some applications an automobile brake light switch, 

which operates between 50 and 80 psi, has been found suitable for use 

as a pressure switch. 

Engine Shutdown. If desired, the system may be shut down by 

closing Purge switch (S7), quickly followed by opening switches (SV3-0 

and SV3-F) in the order required to achieve a smooth shutdown. 

The system may be more conveniently shut down by pressing momen¬ 

tary Auto-Stop switch (S4). This switch removes the short circuit from 

the coil of 12 volt relay K2, permitting it to operate. This allows 

the operation of time delay relay K7, which applies a two-second 

(adjustable between 0 and 5 seconds) purge to the system. At the same 

time the purge commences, relay K3 opens, cutting off system fuel; 

approximately one-half second later, time delay relay K4 opens, cutting 

off the oxidizer flow. Relays K3 and K4 are plug-in type and may be 

interchr ged to permit delay (adjustable) operation of one or both 

relays as required for smooth system shutdown. 

Emergency Shutdown. An emergency shutdown (ESD) of the test engine 

is accomplished while the system is in Ready status. The ESD switch 
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(S3), in seriei with the Ready switch (Si), removes power from all 

normally closed valves in the propulsion feed system. In addition, it 

applies power from the main power buss, or emergency battery supply in 

case of power failure, to the purge system and vent valves V11 and Y9* 

These valves remove pressure from the dome of control regulator R2 and 

the line downstream. System purge will continue as long as the ESD 

switch is actuated; however, purge (and venting) may be terminated by 

turning off Ready switch (S1). 

In order to prevent the engine from restarting after a momentary 

power interruption or deactivation of the ESD, an interlock has been 

incorporated which will open the Arm buss if power has not been restored 

in the proper sequence. Relay K10 is a 0.5 second delay operate relay. 

If the Ready switch (Si) is closed within 0.5 seconds after closing 

Power switch (S6) or the ESD switch (S3), power will be drawn from the 

Ready buss, mechanically latching relay K,• This situation is indi¬ 

cated by a malfunction light on the control console. Relay K9 operates 

relay K1, opening the Arm buss. Relay K11 is a 0.5 second delay operate 

relay which delays activation of the Arm buss, preventing possible 

pulsing of valves V5 while relays K9 and K1 are in the process of 

opening the Arm buss. Latching relay K9, located on the control console 

vertical panel, must be manually released before normal system operation 

can be resumed. 

Deluge. Selective deluge is achieved by closing appropriate Deluge 

switches (S14), which are located adjacent to the fire warning lights. 

The deluge is available at any time by operating the desired switch, 

power being drawn from the Power buss, or in its absence, directly from 

the battery which is connected to the deluge circuit automatically when 

the main Power buss is off. 
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^-8Ç-baclc Out Switch. System check out switch (S0) may be 

opened to permit a control console check. This switch removes the 

ground return from all the solenoid valves in the test cell. The sys¬ 

tem may now be ,,operated,’ including wfiring" and Mignition", BSD, Auto- 

Stop, etc., and the results observed by the operation of the console 

pilot lights. This check obviously will not prove valve functioning 

but will permit confirmation that switches are being properly operated 

and sequenced. Removal of the Safety plug (Js) will provide an addi¬ 

tional safety measure during this check. 

Sequencer Operation. A manually stepped sequencer which will per¬ 

mit and encourage "heads up" operation of the control console has been 

devised. It consists of the Amp matrix board and a row of interlocking 

illuminated push buttons (SIO). This push button selector permits the 

depression of only one button at a time, similar to the familiar auto 

radio push button operation. The test to be performed is programmed 

on the matrix board by inserting pins in the appropriate holes so that 

top-to-bottom operation of the push buttons will control all phases of 

the system operation including instrumentation, ignition, throttling, 

and shutdown. Programming cards are available which may be placed over 

the matrix pin board. This card is pre-punched so that each hole is 

filled with a pin and step functions inscribed thereon. The use of 

this sequencer in no way negates the safety or shutdown features of 

this system. 

The extreme convenience and utility of this switching technique 

permits the operator to plan his operation well in advance and to per¬ 

form rapid switching with confidence and minimum opportunity for error. 

Prom the schematic (Fig. B-1), it is evident that selector switches 

(SV2 to SV33) are inoperative when "Ready sequencer" is selected. 
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The row of ewitches (S10) and the aatrlx board Invite the use of an 

autoaatic sequencer to provide the tia? base for the operating sequence. 

The Eagle Signal Company Multiflex Timer, which is an adjustable six 

circuit electro-mechanical sequencer can be used to replace S10 for fully 

autoaatic sequencing. 

System Indicators and Interlocks. The hand operated valves V2, 

V4, and V44 (Pig. A-1) are fitted with vapor-tight microswitches which 

will provide a selection indication to the control console. The micro- 

switches on the hand valves at each test stand are wired in series so 

that positive indication is provided only if all three valves are 

opened. This indication is given on the respective pilot lights on the 

control panel. 

A variety of system interlocks can be operated in parallel to 

actuate normally closed interlock relay K1. The "malfunction'’ panel on 

the control console (Pig. B-2) is provided to indicate the 

interlock status. 

Application of a voltage to relay K5 will operate the Auto-Stop 

circuit which will automatically and smoothly terminate an engine run. 

This cutoff voltage may be derived from access Interlocks if so dssired, 

but a more appropriate source would be a rough combustion cutoff unit, 

low propellant pressure switch, or a meter-relay that senses excessive 

engine temperature. 

Control Console. The system control console (Pig. B-2) contains 

ell of the electrical control switches and associated circuitry for the 

rf-mote control of experiments in the test cell. The directly controlled 

variable, the pressure upstream from the flow metering sonic chokes, is 

displayed on precision gauge G3. This pressure can be converted to a 
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mass flow rate and displayed to the operator by the simple computing cir¬ 

cuits included on the sub-panel marked w or w_. Details of this com- 
o r 

puter are given in this appendix and in Pig. B-3. Panel space has been 

allocated and the circuits proposed (Fig. B-4) for the display of other 

test parameters in engineering units, such as thrust, chamber pressure, 

etc. These signals would be derived from the measurement instrumenta¬ 

tion circuits. 

A flow chart type of console layout has been used as far as 

possible. This permits ease of system operation and evaluation of its 

status. This type of control panel layout is being used at some of 

the newer rocket test sites and has long been used in industry for 

process control. The panel layout and system circuits are designed 

so as to impose minimum operating restrictions on a test and still 

incorporate all of the conventional safety devices. Considerable 

experimental flexibility is afforded by this system as designed. 

Modifications can be readily incorporated by removal of a sub-panel 

from the console complete with its switches, etc., and installing a new 

panel made up for the special purpose. The ample use of screw lug 

terminal straps and spare wires will permit such changes to be made 

with ease. 

An access door in the control console allows access to tie safety 

plug receptacles and the plug-in time delay relays. These relaya 

be adjusted or selected to meet a particular test requirement. 

Test Parameter Display. Some test functions, in particular cham¬ 

ber pressure and thrust, are very useful when displayed to the system 

operator. The propulsion system control console (Fig. B-2) has pro¬ 

vision for the display of such test functions. These functions are 

derived from the instrumentation system and are conditioned by the 
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circuit given in Fig. B-3* This circuit accepts the paralleled output 

from the strain gauge or other signal conditioning circuits. An opera¬ 

tional amplifier is necessary to prevent the display indicator from load- 

ing the transducer output and to provide the necessary current to 

operate the panel meter. 

The panel meter may indicate system output or it may be a meter- 

relay which can operate as a cutout control. This meter has a dual 

scale, i.e., 0 - 50 and 0 - 100, to facilitate scale calibration. A 

series resistor in the meter circuit, as well as the amplifier gain 

can be adjusted to allow the meter to indicate the test function in 

engineering units. 

The amplifier recommended is the Burr-Brown 1507 transistorized 

operational amplifier which cam be operated on a battery power supply. 

This precludes problems that may arise from multi-point grounds in the 

instrumentation system (Ref 5:55). 

Mass Flow Computer. An analog computing circuit using a low cost 

transistorized operational amplifier mechanizes the mass flow equation 

(1) 

¿ « P1AtCPg (1) 

C* 

The real time computation will aid the experimenter in setting up the 

experiment and establishing mixture ratios. This mass flow computer 
e 

designated w^ in Fig. B-2 can be built up on a single small chassis 

and mounted directly in the control console. The operational sche¬ 

matic of this computer is given in Fig. B-4 

The output from the strain gauge pressure tranrducer located up¬ 

stream from the flow metering sonic choke (Fig, A-1) is proportional 

to the pressure This signal, normally ranging from 20 to 40 
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millivolts, is amplified, isolated, and scaled by amplifier A1. The 

output from this amplifier is multiplied by set on potentiometer 

K1. The value of C is set on KJ, and amplifier A2 performs the divi¬ 

sion and outputs the voltage Eq. 

A relay operated by the sonic choke selection circuits of the con¬ 

trol console allows the computer to display the mass flow rate through 

the sonic choke in use. The values of these chokes are set on 

potentiometers K1 and K2, respectively. 

The computer is calibrated by closing switch S1, thus providing a 

voltage equivalent to a known pressure. The instrumentation calibra¬ 

tion circuits will provide an equivalent signal. Potentiometer K1 or 

K2 is set to a calibrated value, and the potentiometer Ra is adjusted 
» 

to give the proper reading on the indicating meter. 

A graph, or other suitable table, is used to determine the values 

of C as a function of temperature for each propellant gas so that an 

exact value of C* may be set on potentiometer K}. 

This design is based on analog computer theory (Ref 6i153, 159), 

but it has not been demonstrated. The exact values of the resistors and 

potentiometers to be used must be confirmed by simulation on an analog 

computer and by experiment with the actual operational amplifiers pur¬ 

chased. The computer input impedance must be maintained at a high value 

to ensure that the transducer is not loaded by the computer. 

A stable supply voltage of + and - 15 volts is required for the 

recommended operational amplifiers. This may be derived from mercury 

cells or a regulated electronic power supply. 

Fire Detector. A simple fire detector design is offered (Fig. B-5). 

The operation is simple; the fuse link, made of fine solder enclosed in 

a plastic sheath,is strung about -the area to be sensed. Heat will melt 
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the solder at about 460°Pf opening the circuit and permitting the sen¬ 

sitive plate relay to operate a warning bell and a signal light on the 

control console (Fig. B-2). 

System Wiring 

Conventional techniques apply to the construction and wiring of 

the system, both within the control console and in the test cell. Con¬ 

trol cables should be carried in a separate enclosed and pressurized 

cable duct, similar to that used for the instrumentation system (Ref. 

Appendix C). This cable duct should be attached to the lower side of 

the overhead equipment rack. The control system shall be referred to 

its own ground buss, which is taken to the test cell earth connection 

by a separate cable. Further details are offered in the fabrication 

notes. 

Fabrication Notes 

The following notes are offered for the guidánce of the techni¬ 

cians assembling the system: 

(1) Terminal strips must be used to make terminations from all 

switches, pilot lights, relays, and connectors, e.g., no direct 

wiring from switch to relay or solenoid valve. Terminal strips 

and electrical connectors must be 20^ oversized. 

(2) Use color coded wires wherever possible to show Ready, Power, 

Arm circuits, etc. Test cell cables and individual wires must 

be numbered. 

( ) The use of spade lug connections at the terminal strips will 

facilitate subsequent modifications. 
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L_ 

(4) Safety pluíf (Je) must be a ’’Cinch Jones CCTH aale connector 

with shell and wired to Hjuaper” the respective halves of the 

mating receptacle. 

(5) Microswitches and sparking lources in the test call must be 

vapor proof construction. 

(6) Connectors to solenoid valves and other components in the 

test cell must be ’’potted". 

(7) Cables from the duct to the components must be covered with 

plastic sleeving and have a strain relieving rubber sleeve 

extending six inches back along the cable from the connector. 

(8) Cables to control elements must have ample current rating, 

10 amps minimum and be a twisted pair within an insulated sheath. 

(9) Each circuit must be properly fused in relation to the load 

and wire capacity. Puses or circuit breakers should be of slow 

blow type. 

(10) Spark suppressing diodes must be installed across all sole¬ 

noids and relay armatures. This diode must be installed as close 

as possible to the inductance; in the case of solenoid valves, an 

attempt should be made to install the diode within the shell of the 

electrical connector. 
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Item 

PK 

Kl 

K2 

K5 

K4 

K5 

K6 

K7 

K8 

K9 

K10 

KM 

Kl 2 

RI 

31 

52 

53 

34 

S5 

36 

Table B-1 

Propulsion Control System, Major Components Parts List 

Function 

Power relay 

Power relay 

Relay 

Delay relay 

Relay 

Relay 

Relay 

Delay relay 

Delay relay 

Latching 

relay 

Relay 

Delay relay 

Relay 

Diodes 

Diodes 

Resistor 

Switch 

Switch 

Switch 

Switch 

Switch 

Switch 

Description 

Potter-Brumfield KRP5DG24 

Potter-Brumfield KRP5DG24 

12 Volt DC G.P. relay DPDT 

Octal base SPDT 24v, 0-2 sec. 

delay release 

No delay, same contacts as K3 

Potter-Brumfield KRP5DG24 

Potter-Brumfield KPR5DC24 

Same as K3 

Same as K3 

Potter-Brumfield Latching 

relay MA 

Potter-Brumfield KRP5DG24 

Octal base SPDT 0.5 sec. delay 

operate 

Potter-Brumfield KRP5DC24 

Solenoid protection 1N2070 

Relay protection and logic 1N538 

Same as resistance of relay K2 

3PDT center off rotary 15 amp 

Key lock rotary Allen-Bradley 

DPDT guarded, toggle 

SPDT push button, guarded 

SPDT push button, guarded 

Breaker switch 20 amps 

Each 

14 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Cost 

Each 

$ 5.00 

5.00 

5.00 

20.00 

7.00 

5.00 

5.00 

20.00 

20.00 

15.OO 

5.00 

20.00 

5.00 

O.9O 

0.60 

0.50 

5.00 

10.00 
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Table B-1 (continued) 

Item Function Description 
Cost 

Each Each 

57 Switch 

58 Switch 

S10 Switches 

SPDT push button, guarded 1 

SPPT guarded 20 amps 1 

Switchcraft 211000 + lock bar 1 $40.00 
+ switch stacks 

Matrix 

SP2 Pressure 
switch 

AMP 10 X 10 matrix 397066-2 
pins 

40-60 psi pressure switch 
(Auto brake-lite, suggested) 

1 25.00 

4 

Notei Items refer to Fig. B-1 

Unspecified components not critical 
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Motes : (1) Ground returns for relays are not shown except 
for K2, K5, and K6. 

(?) Relays are shown in de-energized position. 

(?) All relays and solenoids are protected with 
spark suppressing diodes. 

(4) "malf" - circuits lead to malfunction panel 
shown in Fig. R-2. 

(5) (x-x), etc., these points are interconnected, 
wires not shown. 

V Disconnect plug - control circuit may be 
applied to a different propellant system. 

Interlocked push buttons - one-at-a-time 
operation (SIO). 

AMP Matrix pin board - shorting pins (o) are 
inserted to program buttons (SIO) in a 1 to 
10 sequence. 

Valves, switches, and circuit are shown for 
a third sonic choke which may be added to the 
propulsion feed system Ref. Fig. A-l. 
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n Niot<*s: 

1 
(1) 0 Vords onpraved on Plexiglass and edge-lighted 

by pilot lamps. 

(2) ¡-ire panel includes fire detectors, test switches 
and guarded deluge switches. 

(3) Aircraft type switch panging-bar may be an option¬ 
al attachment to pairs of switches, e.g.,SV2 etc. 

(4) A single male plug (Js) serves as a safety plug 
and test stand selector. 

(5) Sockets Jsl to Js4 and delay relays K3, k4, K7, 
and K8, plus supplementary pilot lights are loc¬ 
ated in recess beneath access panel. 

(à) (S - ) Switch number Ref. Fig. P-l 

(K - ) Relay number Ref. Fig. R-t 

(V - ) Valve number Ref. Fig. A-l 

L B G H N D 

Pilot light, letter indicates color 

Toggle switch 

Push button switch (guarded) 

Rotary selector switch 

Key operated switch 

Removable panel 

Fig. R-2 Control Console layout 
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Transfer function : E - E' R4 
KjR.R, 

'■nuation to he solved: • _ pAtCtg 

E, » R * upstream pressure 

» A,C, = throat area x discharge coefficient 

Kj ft C* = characteristic velocity 

g = gravitational constant 

Fig. R-4 vass Flow Compute 
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Appendix C 

Measurement Instrumentation System 

Introduction 

This appendix describes the design for the measurement instru¬ 

mentation system. Detailed schematics for fabrication of the signal 

conditioning system are included as well as fabrication notes. An 

attachment (i) gives a transducer calibration procedure. 

System Description 

System Layout. The basic system layout is shown in Fig. C-1. 

All instrumentation signal conditioning equipment and accessories are 

mounted in standard 19-inch equipment cabinets located in the control 

room. Test cell transducer inmts are made at the test cell drop boxes 

(Fig. C-2); from these, signal cables are carried in tightly enclosed 

ducts through the test cell wall to a control room terminal box. From 

this terminal box, and a small control room drop box, the signal cables 

are routed through enclosed conduits and terminated on the rear of the 

system patch panel. 

System Capacity. In order to estimate the required capacity of 

the measurement instrumentation system, a list of parameters for each 

o. six possible experiments has been prepared. These experiments are 

listed in Tables C-1 to C-6. On the premise that three or four of 

these experiments might be run concurrently, and that the number of 

parameters given in these measurement schedules represents a near 

maximum requirement, the required capacity of the test cell drop boxes 

and the patch panel has been estimated (Ref. Fig. C-3). 
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Drop Box. The main test cell drop box is a aetal cabinet which 

has a hinged and latching door on one face and a renovable access panel 

on the reverse face. The lower sill of the drop box is fitted with a 

slotted sponge rubber block which allows transducer extension cables to 

enter the box with the door closed. This seal excludes dust and mois¬ 

ture, thus protecting the cable connections. 

The thermocouple reference junction is housed in a drop box of 

similar construction which is made to accommodate the reference junc¬ 

tion selected for the s/ste . 

Both drop boxes described above should be installed about four 

feet from the floor, and the doors facing the rear of the test cell. 

To afford some measure of protection from small fires and explosions, 

a protecting steel plate, about l/8 in. thickness, should surround the 

drop boxes in the form of a protective booth. The instrumentation 

cable duct should be suspended from the ceiling of the test cell and 

located where it would be exposed to minimum hazard (Pig. A-2). 

Cable Ducts. The cable ducts from the main and reference junc¬ 

tion drop boxes are made up of tightly enclosed electrical ducting. 

Square "D", Rain Tight Wire-way duct is suggested for this installa¬ 

tion. This duct has a removable side panel for ease in wire stringing 

and system servicingj however, it can be tigntly sealed. This duct 

pro ects instrumentation cables from abuse, small fires, etc., as well 

as affording an additional degree of electrical shielding. To prevent 

accumulation of corrosive or explosive substances in the drop boxes 

and ducting, a fan pressurizes these ducts and boxes. This fan injects 

control room air into the duct, see Pig. C-1. In order to direct the 

air flow to the test ceil, a barrier in the duct is required at the 

duct-terminal box junction. This barrier can be readily fabricated 
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fron a series of sponge rubber slabs. The cables are sandwiched 

between these slabs, thus building up a sponge rubber block that fills 

the duct, yet admits the cables. A similar, but unpressurized duct, 

carries the instrumentation cables from tie terminal bo* to the instru¬ 

mentation equipment cabinets. 

Terminal Box. All instrumentation cables, with the exception of 

the coaxial cables, are broken at the terminal box. The purpose of 

this break in the signal cables is to facilitate replacement should the 

system be damaged an a result of a test cell fire. 

Grounding. In order to give complete control over system grounds, 

a one point instrumentation ground is employed. To achieve this, a 

heavy copper ground buss originates at some convenient ground point in 

the test cell. A separate ground cable from each test stand runs to 

this point as well as a ground cable through the instrumentation cable 

duct to the equipment cabinets. To maintain this one point ground, the 

cabinets are isolated from the control room floor by a wooden platform. 

This cable running through the equipment cabinets and wiring ducts and 

thence to earth of the test cell is referred to as "instrumentation 

ground". The control console is grounded to the test cell by s similar 

cable running through the control cable duct and terminated in the con¬ 

trol console. Every effort must be exercised in the system construc¬ 

tion to prevent interconnection of these grounds, thus eliminating pos¬ 

sible ground loop circuits. 

Instrumentation System Power. To reduce noise on system signal 

circuits, certain precautions concerning system power supplies must be 

observed. The transducer reference power supply must provide a constant 

voltage, regulated to at least 0.1$ with respect to line and load fluc¬ 

tuations. The power supply recommended for this system, the Harrison 
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Laboratoriee Model 6201 A, is capable of operation as a floated or 

grounded power supply. For this system, operation with the negative 

terminal at instrumentation ground potential is suggested. This con¬ 

nection should be made through a switch to facilitate location of stray 

system noise or to allow for applications where a floating power supply 

is desired. 

The signal conditioning system design as offered in this report 

does not use relays for signal switching, etc.) however, should relays 

be required by a system refinement or modification, a separate 28 v dc 

power supply must be installed in the instrumentation equipment cabi¬ 

nets. 

The 115 ac power required in the system to operate the strip 

chart recorder, temperature reference junction, etc., must be isolated 

from the main power lines by a shielded isolation transformer and all 

ac power cables within the cabinet and ducts carefully shielded to 

reduce ac noise. 

Signal Wiring. Connectors at the drop box must be good quality, 

low resistance, positive latching connectors. For the strain gauge 

circuits which require connection of six wires plus shields, the 

Amphenol, 8 contact Blue Ribbon connector is suggested. For the two 

wire plus shield circuits, the Amphenol series 91» three contact audio 

connector is recommended. Both connectors have gold plated contacts 

for minimum contact resistance. The coaxial cables must be terminated 

with standard BNC connectors. 

Beiden 8762 two conductor shielded cable is recommended for all 

system signal wiring. Six wire circuits for strain gauge circuits are 

made up of three such cables and wrapped together with a spiral-out 

cable wrap. Cable shields must be carried through connectors, the 
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patch panel and patch cords, and taken to earth at one point only, 

preferratly in the signal conditioner chassis for the circuit. All 

signal cables must be numbered at regular intervals along their length 

to facilitate tracing. A suitable numbering system must be devised 

which relates cable numbers, connector mmoers, and circuit numbers. 

Table C-7 and Pig. C-5 detail the quantity and typt of recommended 

measurement circuito. 

Patch Panel. The patch panel is the heart of the instrumentation 

system. This consists of several programming patch panels and a single 

mating rear panel (receiver). Figure C-5 shows the patch panel in 

relation to the remainder r the 1ustrumentation system. All signal 

inputs, except the coaxial cab1es, from the test cell are wired into 

the top portion of the patch panel. Input and output connections from 

the signal conditioning equipment are wired to the lower portion of the 

panel. Outputs to recorders, system maintenance accessories, and cali¬ 

bration equipment are also terminated on this panel. The patch panel 

permits changeover from one experiment to another and allows the selec¬ 

tion of the transducers to be used and the allocation of signal con¬ 

ditioning equipment and recorder channels. The pre-programmed patch 

panels and the accurately reproducible control settings on the signal 

conditioning equipment facilitate conversion of the instrumentation 

system from one experimental configuration to another. 

Of the 16OO positions available on the recommended patch panel, 

the MAC Model 921, 1509 positions have been allocated in Fig. C-3. The 

remaining positions are available for system expansion or modifications. 

The termination of the signal leads on the patch panel must be 

laid out with care in order to achieve maximum circuit utilization. 
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For example, a strain gauge circuit requires six wires plus a shield! 

however, an 8-pin patch cord (2x4 pins) must be used. It is recom¬ 

mended that the eighth pin be attached to a shield as well and that 

the strain gauge circuit be wired and terminated as shown in Fig. C-4 

This arrangement makes it possible to use this cable for two or four 

wire circuits and still keep the shields separated. When used for a 

strain gauge measurement, the shield pins are connected within the 

signal conditioner chassis. 

Signal Conditioning Equipment 

Introduction. While the instrumentation industry offers a num¬ 

ber of styles and configurations of signal conditioning equipment of 

varying degrees of sophistication, the cost and the basic principles 

are much the same. Good nuality signal conditioning equipment for 

strain gauge, voltage, and thermocouple signals costs about $150 to 

$500 oer channel. The Endevco Corporation 4400 Series Universal 

signal conditioning equipment would possibly be the best choice for 

AFIT application; however, the cost would approach $275 per channel. 

This appendix offers detailed designs for signal conditioning 

equipment which can be fabricated by the AFIT workshops at a very low 

direct cost per channel (Ref. Appendix E). These designs are based 

on proven and accepted techniques used in the rocket testing industry 

(Ref 7, 8, 9, 10). 

Strain Gauge Transducer Signal Conditioner. A strain gauge sig¬ 

nal conditioning system that will control and calibrate any 550 ohm 

strain gauge transducer is shown in Figr C-5 and C-6. This six-wire 

shunt calibrated system is widely used and offers optimum system accu 

racy (Hef 7). 
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The operation of this signal conditioner is straightforward. 

Balance potentiometer (R5) balances the transducer while in a no-load 

status. This defines the electrical /.ero of the transducer and system 

cabling. The signal level is defined by scaling or span resistor (R2); 

this sets the transducer excitation voltage and, consequently, estab¬ 

lishes the level of the output voltage as seen by the galvanometer. 

Momentary switches (S? and S?) display the bridge voltage and trans¬ 

ducer balance on their respective indicators. The bridge voltage set¬ 

ting is not critical; however, bridge balance is quite critical. Each 

channel must be carefully balanced prior to each use to allow for pos¬ 

sible resistance changes in the system cabling and to ensure that the 

bridge is operating in its most linear mode, i.e., at or near null. 

Polarity reversing switch (S4) is provided for operator and data reduc¬ 

tion convenience so that first quadrant data display is achieved on 

the oscillograph. For most sensitive operation, 350 ohm impedance 

galvanometers should be used. 

A precision four-step calibrator is included in this ten channel 

chassis. Switch SC2 selects the channel to be calibrated and switch 

SC1 performs that calibration. This calibration is accomplished by 

placing a precision calibration resistor (Rc) across one arm of the 

balanced transducer bridge; this simulates the imbalance that the 

transducer would experience if it were subjected to a load. Thus, 

if this transducer has been calibrated in terms of percent output or 

value of shunting resistor (Rc) as a function of applied stimulus, 

e.g., pressure, then that resistance value causes the recording sys¬ 

tem to display that level of the operating stimulus. This calibra¬ 

tion is a function of the transducer and its balance only and is 

independent of the galvanometer characteristics and its bridge 
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excitation voltage. One feature of thin calibration must be noted; 

the calibration step is superimposed on any load that may be on the 

transducer. Therefore, for absolute measurements, the transducer must 

be balanced and electrically calibrated in a no-load condition. 

The strain gauge signal conditioner chassis is built up as a ten- 

channel unit which includes one calibration circuit. A proposed front 

panel layout is offered in Fig. C-6. 

Thermocouple Control and Calibrate Unit. A typical thermocouple 

measurement channel is shown in Fig. C-7. The thermocouple metals are 

carried through a shielded cable to the thermocouple reference junc¬ 

tion. The thermocouple output signal is then carried on copper wires 

from the reference junction through the patch panel to the thermo¬ 

couple control and calibrate unit. The output of this unit is offered 

to the recorder galvanometer through a second patch cord. 

The thermocouple control and calibrate unit is illustrated in Fig. 

C-8. Sensitivity switch (S3) and polarity reversing switch (S2) are the 

controlling switches. System calibration is achieved by generating a 

known millivolt drop across precision 100.0 ohm calibrating resistor 

(Rs). By Thevenin'a Theorem, the voltage drop across this resistor 

acts as a voltage source generating a current through the thermocouple 

circuit. This type of calibration is preferred in systems employing 

low impedance recorders because the calibration current flows through 

the complete measuring circuit, thus including all system resistances 

in the calibration. In addition, this means of calibrating provea the 

circuit continuity. This type of calibration can only be achieved when 

there is no output from the thermocouple circuit, i.e., tne measuring 

and reference junction are at the same temperature. While the complete 
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loop calibration is desired, it may not be feasible due to temperature 

gradients in the system. To overcome this problem, switch S1 substi¬ 

tutes a resistor (fit) for the thermocouple circuit resistance. The 

value of (Rt) required in the system is determined by measuring the 

actual thermocouple circuit resistance. 

The thermocouple calibrator consists of a series of precision 

resistors selected by switch SC3 which control the current, flowing 

through resistor (Rs). Rheostat RC1 is adjusted until a calibrated 

current is read on meter Ml. The calibrator power is provided by a 

1.55 volt mercury battery and its polarity controlled by switch SC2. 

After the calibrator has been set, the channel to be calibrated is 

selected and the appropriate millivolt signals injected (Ref 10). 

Damping resistor (Rd) is shown as being optional. The inclusion 

of a damping resistor reduces galvanometer sensitivity; however, it 

may be necessary if critical damping of the channel is desired. Nor¬ 

mal thermocouple response is such that critical damping of the cir¬ 

cuit is not a major consideration. For high frequency thermocouple 

measurements, special thin film thermocouples must be used and their 

output isolated and amplified by a DC amplifier. 

The thermocouple control and calibrate unit is built up as a ten- 

channel unit. The front panel layout should be similar to that given 

in Fig. C-6. 

Thermocouple Reference Junction. While the use of an ice point 

reference junction has definite advantages, it often proves unsatis¬ 

factory in use. The inconvenience of maintaining a supply of reason¬ 

ably pure ice, the uncertainties in the preparation of the bath and 

the need for constant attention far outweigh the advantages. A 
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thermocouple reference junction which is maintained at eome fixed tem¬ 

perature above ambient, i.e., an oven, is desired in most installations. 

The Universal Thermocouple Hot Box, manufactured by Research Incorpora¬ 

ted, is recommended by the staff of the rocket test site of Edwards 

AFB, Ref. Appendix D. The particularly desirable feature of this 

reference junction is that any thermocouple metal may be used without 

restriction. 

Single Resistive Element Conditioner. For measurements requiring 

the use of a single resistive element, e.g., a single strain gauge oi 

resistive temperature probe, the circuit shown in Fig. C-9 can be 

used. The principle of operation is similar to that of the four-arm 

strain gauge bridge (Ref. Fig. C-5). The actual value oí resistors 

used to make up the remaining three arms of the bridge and the values 

of the calibrating resistors must be selected to match the particular 

sensing element employed (Ref ll). 

This unit must be fabricated in a standard 19-inch rack chassis; 

each circuit should be laid out on a separate fibre board with suitably 

located solder lugs for the fitting of the bridge completion resistors. 

Each channel must have its special ceMbration switch so that resistor 

Rc may be installed to suit the particular application. 

Signal Attenuator and Galvanometer Control. In order to facilitate 

system changeover from one operator to another without disturbing sys¬ 

tem calibration, it is necessary that attenuator settings be accurately 

reproduced. The signal attenuator and galvanometer control panel shown 

in Fig. C-10 provides the system operator with a means of accurately 

controlling the signal attenuation, selection of galvanometer damping 

resistor, and a polarity reversing switch to change the direction of the 
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trace deflection. All resistor valaes are fixed with the exception of 

one which has been replaced with a ten-turn» dial indicating'» poten- 

tlometer, There is also provision for the Installation of special value 

resistors. 

This eirouit is also used for monitoring voltages, recording 

voltage events» and the conditioning of other signala, that require 

only MLH pad attenuation. 

This control unit is built up on a standard 19-inch rack panel 

chassis. The tolerance and values of resistors are not oritiealf 

values will suffice. However» they should be stable and not subject to 

drift. For this reason, metal film resistors are suggested. High 

quality switches with low resistance contacts must be used, 

Ï2Ü2fîS, Measurement Circuit, Some ciroumetancea may dictate the 

use of a potentiometric transducer; these are most frequently used for 

position indications. Figure C-11 shows a signal conditionifif circuit 

for such a transducer, including a calibration network. The trans¬ 

ducer, which should he of relatively low impedance, 3000 ohms or less, 

acts as a voltage divider, the output voltage 'being derived from the 

wiper ar», of the potentiometer and the lower potential side of the power 

supply. The output voltage is patched through the attenuator prior to 

being patched to the recording galvanometer. The excitation voltage 

should be set sufficiently high, within transducer limita, so that high 

resistance values are required at the attenuator. This precaution 

avoids transducer loading. 

The calibration network of precision resistors acts as a voltage 

divider generating output voltages which are exactly known percentages 

of the excitation voltages, It should be noted that the calibration 

of potentiometric transducers, in terms of voltage ratio, i.e., voltage 
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output as a function of voltage input, will simplify calitettion pro* 

coduree and yield more reliable results. 

This unit should be built in the form of ft ten-channel control »ad 

calibrate chassis. 

Strip Chart Recorder Conditioner, The system includes two «trip 

chart recorders which may be used.for the real time display of a test 

parameter. The circuit shown, in Fig. C-12*provides a means of control¬ 

ling the sensitivity of this recorder m well as suppressing the tero 

point. The 100 ohm ten-turn potentiometer will provide approximately 

50 millivolts bias of the test signal. As an. example, this circuit 

could be used to display temperature only in excess of 100G°F, thus 

providing greater resolution sud reading accuracy (Bef l^tîf)* 

The actual scale calibration is achieved by the calibration cir¬ 

cuits in the applicable signal conditioning olaassia. 

Issssâssi 
The light beam type recording oscillograph is suitable’ for the 

recording of most propulsion system test parameters. Moat data «han» 

ntl® require frequency response no greater than 100 cp«, ffed» la mith¬ 

in the range of directly driven high performance galvanometerst for 

higher frequency oscillograph measurements, up to 5,000 op* special 

galvanometers must be driven by a DC amplifier. High ÊPiifiiniy nwasure- 

ment® such as outputs from capacitive or pitso transducers require 

recorder frequency response ae high as 50,000 eps* For o®ly • ft* 

channelsi in which high accuracy time base is not required, a Mawra 

equipped oscilloscope is a convenient and economical recorder* The 

magnetic tape recorder is particularly suited to the recording of high 

frequency neasurements on a long time base. Tape recorded data can he 
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expanded in tine sosie* :1a suited to automatic data reduction* and, is 

readily reproduced in any fora desired, 

Potentiometrie pen recorders are widely used at rocket sites to 

accurately record ¢0,¾¾) and display important test parameters that the 

tfiiit engineer must monitor during a rocket firing, These recorders 

suffer the disadvantage of low frequency response (0,5 opa)* but are 

buí table for displaying parameters euch as chamber pressures* propel- 

iimt flow rates, or engine wall temperature, 

The present AFIT facility uses a Consolidated Electrodynamics 

Corporation (CEC) 5-124 printout oscillograph, This is an ideal 

recorder for many applications( however* it has some disadvantages 

that may not be acceptable for more refined testa, Its capacity is 

limited to 18 channels on a seven*inch width record which is developed 

by exposure to room light# This record it not permanent and the trace 

resolution is inferior to the chemically processed photo record,. The 

real advantage of this recorder is its quick-look capability; a record 

la available for examination within a few seconds of its exposure. 

í«ai2fii!líi fegte 

Wille the need Is not urgent, a larger capa,city oscillograph 

capable of producing both direct print and, the high, resolution photo¬ 

graphic recordinga, would be an effective tool. The CEC 3-119 P4V-36 

i® 4 56-ohaciiiel oscillograph which can produce either direct print or 

photo processed recorda: on twelve inch paper, depending on the type of 

paper used in the recording magazines. This recorder would allow sys¬ 

tem check-out and preliminary test runs to be ma,de on the direct 

print record® and the final, data, rune on the photo processed record. 

Trace separation is easier on the latter record* and the reading 
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resolution, is better than twice that avail,able from the lower eoontrast 

direct print record. 

A magnetic tape recorder should be included in the ajete® as more 

refined experiments are undertaken, in particular, studies on combus¬ 

tion, instabilities or propagation of detonation waves.. A, record,« 

with the characteristics of the Ampex PH 1300 Portable Instränentation, 

Tape Recorder is recommended. This is a- Q.5*lnoh, seven-track tape 

recorder with, plug-in record and reproduce electronic®. 

the Moseley Model 680 strip chart recorder is recommended for use 
'‘"N 

in. the laboratory instrumentation systen. It has a wide range of paper 

speeds and contains its own signal, scaling circuits. While at „the 

present time this recorder is not mandatory,, it weald, be very useful 

in assisting the test engineer in conducting his experiment#. 

la order to make high frequency recordings, from low level signal 

sources, on the oscillograph, a DC amplifier must be provided for «ach, 

high frequency data channel. The Bay Laboratories, Cleveland, manu¬ 

facture a DC amplifier that !e reasonable in cost nad it recommended 

by its usera in the Wright-Patterson âl'B Structuras Laboratory* these 

amplifiers can be readily added to the instrumentation system when 

data requirements drotate high frequency oscillograph measurements. 

Fabrication it)tea 

In addition to the discussion in the preceding pages and notes 

Included on the respective drawings, the following fabrication note* 

are offered for tit guidance of the persmsl fabricating the system* 

(l) The equipment racks used to contain the signal sauditioning 

equipment must bo fitted with a door on the back of tha cabinet. 
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These racks are to be isolated from all grounds except the iagtria- 

mentation groimd, to which they are to be securely bonded* 

(2) All cables in the instrumentation system must be shielded and 

the shields taken to instrumentation ground at one point only* 

¢5) Locally fabricated signal conditioning equipment must be very 

carefully constructed with strict attention paid to shielding. 

Selector switches used in signal circuits must be premium quality, 

wiping action, break-befor®-lake, 

¢4) Precision resistors used in the system calibration circuits 

must be wire wound or stable metal film resistors. To reduce the 

cost of obtaining precision resistors of the exact value required, 

a fixed resistor may be used in parallel with a variable wire 

wound resistor (Trimpot); this acts as a vernier. 

(3) The signal conditioning chassis requires a voltmeter and, a 

null detector for system adjustments, ih.il® a sensitive panel 

meter is suggested for use as a null detector, a more sensitive 

instrument should be used if it is available. Por this purpose, 

the Kintel Model 2021 microvoltmeter msy be used through the 

expedient of an external meter jack, wired in parallel with the 

existing null meter on each chassis* 

(6) Terminations on the rear of the patch panel receiver must be 

made with the taper pins available from the panel manufacturer. 

This arrangement permits modification of the patch panel layout 

without damage to the receiver, 

(?) Cablee from the receiver must be carried through the cabinets 

to the back of the rack mounted signal conditioning equipment. 

These cables must connect to the signal conditioning chassi« 
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throagh. a good quality eorawotor with gold plated oontaote* fh® 

Amphenol Blue Ribbon connector is ideal for this application.* 

In all cates» sufficient alack met be available in the cablea* 

This will permit the chassis to be partially withdrawn from the 

rack for system servicing* 

(8) The recorders may be located, on a table beside the control 

console, or directly behind the operator as he facts the console* 

Therefore, cables to such recorders should be of sufficient length 

to allow this flexibility* 
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Table C-1 

Tentative Measurement Schedule for Combustion Instability Study 

Parameter 

Measurement 

Strain 
Gauge 

©»rito» 
oouple 

High 
Pseq. 

Digital 
4 Event 

Press, oxidiaer venturi 

Press, fuel venturi 

Temp, oxidizer venturi 

! Temp, fuel venturi 

= Chamber press. (2) 

Chamber press. {4) 

lough combustion cutoff 

Igniter 

Chamber temp. (2) 

Thrust Px 

Chamber strain. (5) 

Correlation 

X 

2x 

X 

X 

3* 

X 

2x 

4x 

X 

X 

5x 

Total J 9 4 4. 5 
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Table C-2 

Tentative ieasiirement Schedule for Thrust fector Control &ptri«tat 

Parameter 

Measurement 

Strain 
Gauge 

Thermo¬ 
couple 

High 
fttq* 

Digital 
& Event 

Ihress# fuel venturi 

Temp, fuel venturi 

Press, oxídíaer venturi 

Temp, oxldiaer venturi 

Press, fuel injector (3) 

Press, oxidizer injector (3) 

Chamber temp, (4} 

System valves oxidizer (3) 

System valves fuel (3) 

High freq. press, ohfluib« 

Thrust 6 component 

.tMH 

nl™ 

3x 

3x 

6x: 

x 

X 

j|i DUjjWt if-X 

2:x 

3x 

3x 

Total 14 6 2 6 
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fable €-5 

Tentative Measurement Schedule for Heat Transfer1 Study 

Partíale tar 

......—......... 
Measurement 

Strain 
Gauge 

Thermo¬ 
couple 

High 
Preq, 

Digital' 
& ilrent 

■Preas. fuel venturi 

Temp, fuel venturi 

Press, oxidizer venturi 

Ttitp, oxidizer venturi 

Press* fuel injector 

Press, oxidizer injector 

Press, chamber (2) 

Temp, chamber' ( 1 to IS) 

Coolant flow (l to 6) 

V'alvea 

Correlation 

Cutoff 
i».... —___ ____________ 

■f 

X 

X 

3C 

2x 

X 

Y 

1 Sx 

6x 

3x 

3x 

2x 

Total 6 17 0 14 
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Table C-4 

Tentative Measurement Schedule for Nominal Gaseous Propellant Study 

Par lime ter 

Meaeureaent 

Strain 
Gauge 

Tierno- 
couple 

High 
Free. 

Digital 
& .Event 

Prese, fuel venturi 

Prese, oxidiaer venturi 

Temp, fuel 

Temp, oxidizer 

Prese, chamber 

Prese, fuel injector 

Prese, oxidizer injector 

Thrusts Px 

Temp, chamber 

Temp, nozzle 

Correlation 

If fwk» 

3C 

X 

X 

X 

X 

5x 

Total 6 4 0 3 
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Table C-5 

Tentative Measureaient Schedule for Detonation Wave Study 

j   —“— -—     -   

?ar laeters 

M'eas'urement 

Strain 
Gauge 

Thermo¬ 
couple 

High 
Freq, 

Digital 
& Event 

Press* fuel venturi 

Tamp, fuel T«t«rl 

Press* oxidiaer venturi 

Temp, oxidizer ventmri 

fees®, chamber (j) 

Press* probes (10) 

Igniter (i) 

1 Cutouts (2) 

Valves (4) 

W|H X 

X 

5* 

X 

X 

10x 

«rai. 

2x 

4x 

Total 

........... 

3 2 10 7 
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Table €-6 

Tentative Measurement Schedule for Liquid 'Propellant Test 

Parameter 

.Measurement 

Strain 
Gauge 

Themo- 
oouple 

High 
Freq. 

Digital 
ê Évent 

Press, fuel tank 

Temp, fuel, tank 

Press* oxidizer tank 

Temp, oxidizer tank 

Press* fuel venturi 

'press, oxidizer venturi 

Press* fuel injector 

Press, chamber (2) 

Temp* chamber 

Temp* no®ale 

ir fuel. 

w oxidizer 

Thrust Px 

Thrust fj 

Thrust fa 

Correlation valves 

Cutouts 

Chamber press* high freq. 

X 

X 

X 

Ilf*' 

f* 

X 

X 

'M* 
mm 

X mm 

•mm 
•el» 

X 

111* X 

i 

In 

' 

: 

X 

H1 
*Pl' 

2x 

2x 

Total 11 4 2 6 
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Table ¢-7 

IteoBuaeS’fitd Allocation of Measurement Circuits 

Source 
lumber of 
Circuits 

Type of 
Circuit 

Main test cell 
drop tea: 

40 

20 

to 

six conductors + shields 

two conductors + shield 

coaxial 

Control room 
drop box 

4 

10 

six conductors # shields 

two conductors + shield 

Bo for«not Junetion 
drop box: 

25 (min) two conductors + shield 

i 
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Table O-Ô 

Measurement Instrumentation System, Recommended Major Components 

Description Cost 

le search Incorporated, B:J 4081, • 1060* 
Universal Thermocouple leferenoe Junction, 
(Ref. Pig-. C-7). 

MAC Panel Receiver Model 921, • 335< 
Part number 109212 (itf. Pig* C-3). 

MAC Panel Plugboard Model 921, 23* 
'Pari number 209211, each four required. 

MAC Shielded Plug Wires, 2 wire plus shield, 184* 
15 in. length, Part number 541502, per 100 reel'd. 

MAC Shielded Plug Wires, 7 wire plus shield, 99* 
15 in. length, Part number 381502, per 25 req'd. 

Power Supply, Earrison Laboratories Model 6201A, 180. 
(let. FigSf. 0-5, C-9» and C-11). 

Oscillograph CEC Model 5-119 P4V-56 plus 5-051, 9000. 
exit slot magazine and 5-006 closed magaalne* 

Moseley Strip Chart locorder Model 680*02, 825* 
(one millivolt span). 

Ampex IS IJOO Portable Initrumentation Recorder, 12000, 
0.5 inch plus puug-ln electronic«. 

lotei System accessories and calibration «ppiratus are 

listed in the implementation and procurement 

schedule Appendix 1, 
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A' 
ReaiwtMe eeftf mmz 

1 
a'1 

f r “ .Kj; 

»ca*isy?sr* i.r i—T^z 

b S Ò * »0 

Cosiwctôxs «otmted. 
on ittlMlâtii board 

Material - Steel 1/16 in# 

(not to scale) 

Spoofe robber bloc! wltlt 
”TM cuts to hold cables 

Door, aid pad attached to 
lower sill 

Fig, c-2 Prop Box Construction 
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M' 
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sí 

I 

S 

25(3) Reference 
junction 

*% Thermocouples 

J2M 

20/3) 

10 eels 

Main Drop 
box 

6 wire ♦ 
shield 

2 wire 
shield 

coaxi a I 

TEST cell 

« 

20 fa? 

20 Í3) 

20 fj) 
12 Í3 ) 
12J3) 
fîTïïi 

MM 
3 6 (3) 

6 (3) 

12 (3 

±01 

e (3j 

8/3) 

ija 

1°!3] 
Control Room 

drop' box 

Strain Gauge 
conditioner 

Control Room 
* coaxial terms. 

Thermocouple 
control & tallb* 

* Voltage signal 
conditioner 

Attenuator 

Oscillograph 

Tape and Pen 
recorders 

Calibrate Si 
maintenance 

/.. 

Oscilloscope 

Special 
ci rcui'ts 

Control panel 
display 

■i IK Amplifiers 

Number of circuits, and pins required on patch panel 
e,g,f 8 ¢3) » eight circuits using three pins each 

* Optional items to be included as required. 

Fig. C-3 Instrumentation System Signal Plow 
and Patch Panel Utilization 
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Pig. C-4 Patch Panel Termination of a Strain Gauge Circuit 
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Sel Sc2 Voltmeter Null detector 

Note: 10 channel bridge balance and control unit plus calibrator 

mounted in 1 ) inch rack panel. 

Pig, C-6 Panel Layout, Strain Gauge Signal Conditioner 
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—i 

Fig C-7 Thermocouple Measurement Circuit 
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Píg, Ü-81 Thermocouple Control and Calibrate Circuit 
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Attachaent 1 

Transducer Calibration I^ocedurc 

Suggested calibration procedures are offered for tho lore fre¬ 

quently used transducers. 

Strain Gauge Transducers 

The transducer to be calibrated is carefully 'balanced at zero 

load, to the zero of a millivolt potentiometer, by an external 'balancing 

circuit. This circuit is patterned after that shown in Pig, C-5. The 

calibration load is applied in five to seven equal steps until 100/ 

load is reached and the millivolt output recorded at each step. The 

load is then decreased "by the same equal steps to zero load. 'This 

information defines the linearity and hysteresis of the transducer, 

The transducer, electrically balanced at zero load, ie shunted by 

a precision calibration resistor# The values of these resistors are 

given. In Pig. C-5 (Rc). The millivolt output for each value of (He), 

calibration resistance, is plotted on the millivolt - load plot 

obtained previously. Prom this information, the load, equivalent of 

the calibration resistor is established. This final relationship 

between calibration, resistor and, load constitutes the transducer 

ralibrat1on (Ref 14 » 2), 

An alternate procedure that is often, used is tes apply the shunting 

resistance to the balanced transducer and gradually apply the cali¬ 

brated load until the transducer is again balanced. This will produce 

the required relationship directly, providing that the load may "be con¬ 

tinuously applied rather than in discrete steps.. 
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MsaiiggsíEia teateai 
The traiwd'uetr 1» calibrated by applying a refereno© iapit load, 

e.g,, presatire, and the voltage ratio output measured. This voltage 

ratio is the quotient of the output voltage divided by the Input volt¬ 

age. This information, is used to determine the value of the stimulus 

for each voltage ratio step generated by the calibration circuit of 

the signal conditioner shown in Pig. Ü-11. 

SmssssBka 
The only calibration required for thermocouple circuits is to 

ensure that the signal conditioning circuitry {Fig. C-8) is providing 

the correct temperature simulation. In some installations, it 'may be 

possible to check the aeasurement by applying a known, temperature to 

the measuring junction... This, however, is awkward and, subject to error. 
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Appendix B 

?:1eit Report 

MJect Visit to Rocket Test Facilities, 

teMse To gain information cm testing techniques and 

measurement methods used .in rocket research. 

Vielt »ade in support of the thesis to be 

written by p/l Pratts, 

Visiting Peraonnel P/L I), A. Itretts (RCAP) GAW 65 APIT,, W-PAPB, 

Inatallatiotte Viaitad 

14*15 Sept 64 

15-17 Sept 64 

16 Sept 64 

21 & 25 Sept 64 

22 Sept 64 

24-25 Sept 64 

Edwards Rocket Test Site, California 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Edwards 

and Pasadena, Cali forni, a 

Rocket dyne, Canoga, Park, California 

United Technology Center, Sunnyvale, 

California 

Lockheed Space Systems, Sunnyvale, 

California 

Aerojet Corporation, Sacra«,onto, 

California 

SteSfe .Socket Test, Site 

Per sonne 1. aeei.* 

Lt M«,.. Gamble 

Mr, J * B. Lake 

Mr. W. A, Wright 

Mr. J* B, Davies 

IÎSAP ftojeot Office 

Instrumentâtion Staff 

Instrumentation Staff 

Instrumentation Staff 
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fiSSSSl* The first day of th© visit was spent in discussion con* 

cerning the AFIT Propulsion Laboratory requirement and the measurement 

techniques employed at Edwards Rocket Test Site. Since the main activi¬ 

ty at this site consists of work on massive liquid and solid engines 

with no application or experience on gaseous propellants, the discus¬ 

sions centered around general measurement instrumentation techniques 

and design criteria. 

Transducers. Experience at Edwards Rocket Test Site has proven 

that the unbonded strain gauge pressure transducers frequently fail on 

sudden relaxation of pressure and are vibration sensitive. A. bonded 

strain gauge transducer, manufactured by Taber, which operates on the 

proving ring principle has proven to be entirely satisfactory for all 

gas and liquid pressure measurements. This transducer has a flat fre¬ 

quency response up to about 100 cps and is relatively insensitive to 

vibration. The Taber transducer has a diaphragm that can. be readily 

replaced by the user and is considered to be a very rwgged, reliable 

transducer. High frequency pressure measiirements are made with a 

Kistler quarta crystal pressure pickup or the Biotooon capacitive pick¬ 

up. These signals are recorded on oicillosoope or on magnetic tape,, 

according to application. 

Temperature Measurement. Thermocouples, both locally manufactured 

and vendor supported, are used for metal and fluid temperatures. For 

critical temperatures of cryogenic materials, the resistance type tem- 

perature probe is necessary. Thin film thermocouple junctions (Nanmac 

Corporation) are used to measure motor wall, temperature; however, these 

must be used with a high impedance amplifier because of uncertain and 

changing junction resistance. 
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Thermocouple reference Jimctions* supplied by Pac© or lesearc'h, 

lnc*f are used in all thermocouple circuits. These junctions operate 

at 150°F, Thermocouple calibration, is accomplished by applying pre¬ 

cision voltages across a resistor in, series with the thermocouple. 

.Inatrumentatloa, System. The Edwards instrumentation system is 

discusted in detail, in Rocketdyne Report 1-5298 performed under con¬ 

tract AF04 (611)-9167) dated .August 1963* A, copy of this report was 

loaned to this officer by it Gamble. 

Thrust Measinrea.ent. Several snail, stands were seen, which are 

used to measure the thrust of short duration,' low thrust engines. 

These were double flexure types with, virtually zero restoring force. 

A modified Kistler pressure transducer was used as a load cell to read 

the short duration (10 millisecond) impulses* This stand was being 

calibrated by the use of a shock tube. 1 small piéton attached to the 

stand was placed in the end of a shock tube and shock reflections of 

suitable duration and isua.plitu.de used to provide the abundará!zing im¬ 

pulse. 

Mo large thrust stands were inspected; however, brief discus¬ 

sions were held on the subject. All stands use a flexure suspension, 

ami the thrust is recorded on flexure isolated axial load cells. 

.Rocketdyne Technical Reports 60-48 and 61-16 entitled,"Dynamic Response 

of Large Liquid. Engines, Supports and Thrust Measurements'1, discuss the 

problem:; being encountered and. the possible use of analog computing ele¬ 

menta to improve instrumentation response. 

'Transparent Bocket Motor. A rocket motor, recently illustrated 

in. Aviation Week, with Plexiglass side wall is used for combustion, 

instability studies. The motor is considered to be two dimensional, 
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i.e.i of oonatant internal width, and th# height oonforndng to typioal 

chamber and nozzle configuration. The motor inspected vm approximately 

4 in* in width and the height at the throat, about 4 ia.» !*«., throat 

area about 16 eq, in. The side wall was made up of two layers, of com¬ 

mon Plexiglass, an inner expendable layer 0,5 in, thick» and supported' | 

by a 2,0 in. layer of Plexiglas®. This outer sheet of Plexiglass was ! 

supported by steel ribs at 5 in. intervals. Pressure transducers were 
i 

installed in the contoured surface to correlate pressure recordings, 

with instability phenomena photographed by high speed framing and 

streak cameras, This actor had operated reliably up to a chamber 

pressure of 500 psi and runa of one to three second® duration. Mild 

and acceptable errosion is evident on the inner Plexiglass surface in 

the chamber and nozzle entrañes. More severe errosion is noted in the 

throat and nozzle exit. Instabilities were triggered by firing a 

blasting detonator or grenade cartridge into the ahamber from, the 

contoured wall. 

Test Injector, A, novel injector was used with the transparent two 

dimensional engine, A series of dovetail grooves were cut in the sur¬ 

face of the injector i these grooves are alternately supplied with .fuel 

and oxidizer from the injector manifolds, A slim plate, machined to 

match the dovetail groove could be readily slid into place. This plate 

was drilled to provide the appropriate injector pattern,. This method, 

permitted, modifications to be made without necessitating fabrication of 

a complete injector. 

Equipment, Some surplus instrumentation equipment Is available 

at Edwards Bocket Test Site, This equipment is listed for disposal 

within, the 0SA.F after Edwards APB organizations have screened the lists, 
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lit Gamble recomirtends that Mr. SumlahX of the Edwards Rocket Facility 

be contacted concerning surplus test instrumentation equipment. 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Worth Edwards Teat Station 

Personnel seen: 

Mr. 3. logaro 

General * This visit consisted of a "brief tour of the several test 

stands at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) Edwards Test Station «id 

a discussion on use and calibration of pressure transducers. 

Pressure Measurenenta. Mr, Rogero recommends the use of the Taber 

pressure transducers with a built-in shunt calibration resistor. He 

has found these to be of excellent accuracy and durability and can 

withstand considerable abuse. JPL have dona soil® detailed investiga¬ 

tions on, pressure measurement techniques. These include the use of a 

small orifice at the end of the pressure line remote from the trans¬ 

ducer to improve1 response and, to provide critical damping for the 

transducer and connecting tube 0,yeten, A copy of these findings was 

given to this officer, Mr, Rogero urges that connecting lines be kept 

as short as possible between the pick-up point and the transducer and, 

flexible lines be used for vibration isolation. Be also suggested that 

vibration isolation of the Tuber transducer was unnecessary for small 

engine teat si. 

ill, pressure transducers are calibrated on a precision dead-weight 

tester at 30 to 9° day intervala, or on demand. Calibration consists 

of a pressure-millivolt run to establish transducer hysteresis and line¬ 

arity and, of a shunt resistor value versus pressure for system calibra¬ 

tions. 
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High frequency pressure measureriientg are »ade with IIstier and 

Photooon transducers. JPL Technical Report 32-624 dieousses these 

measurements in detail. The water-cooled Photooon transducer is used 

by JPL for rough combustion cutoff systems* 

Shocktube Measurementia* The Kistler flush mounted transducer ie 

used for pressure measurements in shock tube studies. Shook propaga¬ 

tion velocity is measured by the use of platinum thin film probes mount¬ 

ed in. the shock tube. 

Data Recording System. Signal lines originate at the test stand 

instrumentation junction box and are terminated in the recording room 

on an AMP patchboard. Prom this board, signals are patched to a DC 

amplifier prior to recording on oscillograph and magnetic tape. Por 

accurate monitoring of test functions, data is displayed in actual 

engineering units on a digital voltmeter. JPL Project Engineers find 

such displays very valuable for monitoring test runs. 

Measurement of locket Chamber Pressure. Two Taber pressure trtiw- 

ducers are mounted opposite each other on the chamber of the flight 

rocket. This pressure readout, accurately calibrated to 0.1# is inte¬ 

grated to give total motor Impulse in flight. JPL finds this method 

more reliable than attempting to measure actual thrust for motor cutoff 

calculâtion8. 

Jet .Propulsion Laboratory. Paeailem 

Personnel seem 

Mr. D. Griffen Instrumentation Section 

Mr. C. M. Berdahl Chief Instrumentation Section 

Mr. K, Morgan Propulsion Section 
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SSESSi* ®'e aiortiing of 16 Sept was spant in general discussion.» 

with Mr* Griffen aid Mr# Berdahl concerning the AFlf requirement* JPL 

concede that no suitable or acceptable nass flow meter for gasea Is 

available at this time. Their opinion is shared by IBS and the Univer- * 

sity of Colorado, agencies that are considered to be leaders in flow 

measurements. Many transducer» have been tried, but non.® found satis¬ 

factory. 

Gas measurements at JPL are made with a rotometerf or with turbine 

raettrs such as the Potter Volumetric flow meter. These methods are per¬ 

fectly satisfactory for steady state measurements on runs of 5 to 50 

minâtes duration but have limitations for abort tuns or variable flow 

rates. 

JPL suggests that a heat exchanger and turbine flow meter in series 

would constitute the best method for steady state mass flow measurements. 

iSal. SlSilS* A heat transfer apparatus was inspected, which 

illustrated some of JPL measurement techniques. The basic system was 

a. segmented no»!© 'through which hot gases were flowing continuously. 

The nozzle was segmented into slices approximately 1/2 inch thick. 

Through each segment, a separate flow of cooling water was circulated* 

and, the AT of the water measured at each segment. A pressure tap was 

installed in each segment to measure gas 'pressure at that station. The 

flow rate of the hot gas and cooling water was carefully measured and 

controlled, Thus, at each, of the JO to 40 stations* gas pressure* AT 

of the coolant chamber and surface temperature were measured, Pres¬ 

sures were measured on a manometer board and, photographed for each data- 

polnt. The thermocouple output® were sequentially sampled by an elec¬ 

tronic commutator, amplified* and converted to a frequency through a 

voltage to frequency converter. These temperature functions are scaled 
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to engineering' imita and printed out on a tap* printer that prints 

function number and temperature for each data channel as It it samplfi. 

The sampling rate Is approximately five functions per eeoond. 

A motor driven total temperature probe is Inserted into the ao»* 

zle test section and its position as a percentage of travel is recorded 

va temperature on an XT recorder* Three such probeta ware installed in 

the system at the time of the visit, 

Preasar-e Measuring System» To replace the manometer board pre¬ 

viously discussed, JFL were fabricating a pneumatic scanner. This sys¬ 

tem permitted one pressure transducer to sequentially scan 10 pressure 

points. The apparatus under construction could sample 80 pressure 

points with 8 pressure transducers. The output of these transducers 

was amplified, converted to a frequency, and recorded on printed tape 

along with the parameter number. In addition, this signal is routed 

through cables several thousand feet in length to a central data 

recording facility for direct recording on magnetic tape and/or com¬ 

puter analysis. The particular advantage of the local printout of 

test data in engineering units is that the test engineer monitoring the 

steady run can quickly analyse Ms system and apply correctioas immedi¬ 

ately. 

Phi,sum J"*t Facility« An experimental Argon plftsii tagini nap being 

run in one of the laboratories visited, This work ms being supervised 

by a JFL scientist engaged in doctorate studies at Cal, Tech. The flow 

of the Argon gas was measured with a Brook;: rotometer und the temperature 

measured in a manner described previously, Shadowgraph and epevtro* 

scopie techniques were used for the pliaa«- analysis. 
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7hru9t ^eaarxenient. Lengthy dis'ussions were he?d with Mr. Morgan 

on the oubject of multicomponent thrust stands. Drawings of a single 

component and six component stands were secured. 

Highlights of the discussion are as followsi 

(1) Consider only flexure suspension of thrust stand. 

(2) Do not attempt to make a load cell or to apply strain gauges 

for precision lead measurements. Considerable time and effort, is 

expended in fabrication such instruments, and the frequent result 

is a non-linear transducer with appreciable hysteresis. 

O) Mr. Morgan recommends the use of Baldwin Lima Hamilton (BLH) 

load cells equipped with flexures to ensure that loads are applied 

in the axial direction only. BLH cells have excellent accuracy 

and linearity. 

(4) Load cells have a significant temperature coefficient even 

though they are supposed to be temperature compensated. This 

amounts to 1 to J^v/deg F; therefore, a calibration against tem¬ 

perature is required for accurate work. 

(5) By means of suspension bias, the load cell should be pre- 

loaded so that a measurement is not made through a zero load. 

Electrical ahunt calibration is still valid in the presence of a 

preload. 

(6) The flenire system, less load cell linkage should have very 

low natural frequency, i.e., the spring constant is vanishingly 

small. However, with the load cell connecting the system to the 

solid stand, a high frequency is desired (at least 60 to 100 cps). 

This requires a load cell with a very high spring constant. 

(Typical deflections for a load cell are in the order of 0.01 in. 

for full load). 
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(7) In a Binóle component thrust etfind, extreme care oust be 

exercised to ensure that thrust axis and the axis of the load cell 

are coincident. Mr. Morgan urges alignment flats to be placed on 

all test motors to aid in the alignment. 

(8) The o, ly practical means of calibrating a six-component 

thrust stand is apply calibrated loads to the stand with the 

test motor in place. For one-component stands a second reference 

load cell may be used and the load applied with a hydraulic jack. 

(9) A rather complex computer program is necessary to analyze the 

output of a six component stand because of residual crosstalk 

between transducers and flexures. 

(10) Reaction from propellant feed lines can be minimized in one 

component stands by looping flexible feed lines in a p ’^e normal 

to measurement axis. The actual effect of line prest riza ;ion 

can be measured by pressurizing the lines with the aid of a valve 

at the motor or by flowing an equivalent mass rate of acceptable 

gas. 

Thermocouples. A lengthy discussion was held with Mr. Griffen 

concerning the fabrication of thermocouples. He stated that unless 

great care is taken, thermocouple junction errors as high as may be 

encountered. They insist that for accurate measurements, the thermo¬ 

couple must not be taken for gT*an'.ed. 

Mr. Griffen recommends Thermo-Electric Coramo cable for fabrica¬ 

tion of thermocouples. Two pertinent references were quoted: UBS 

Circular 561 and IEA Recommended Parctices RP 1.1-7» 

Dosi/rn Considerations. Mr. Griffen made several pertinent recom¬ 

mendations concerning the design of the AFIT facility. These were: 
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(1) Take extreme care in the design of system electrical ground 

circuits and cable shields. 

(2) The use of a patch board system for transducer, signal con¬ 

ditioning units, and recorder selection gives excellent system 

flexibility. 

(3) The installation of wiring and racks for the total system 

even though some components would not be purchased until later. 

This would avoid errors, confusion, and also reduce noise and 

crosstalk problems. 

Rc^otdyne. Canoga Park, Californ:a 

Personnel seen: 

Mr. R. Rice 

Mr. W. B. Mechling 

Mr. R. Nelson 

Mr. J. J. Enloe 

Mr. R. W. Roberts 

Customer Relations 

Customer Relations 

Santa Susana Facility 

Santa Susana Facility 

Sarta Susana Facility 

General. The one-day visit was spent in discussions and a tour 

of the experimental facilities at Rocketdyne's Santa Susana Test Site. 

These discussions confirmed that no suitable mass flow metering device 

existed and that turbine volumetric meters for gas systems were accep¬ 

table for steady state measurements only. Rocketdyne engineering staff 

suggested the use of Taber transducers and oscillograph recorders for 

pressure measurements from dc to approximately 100 cps. The Dynisco 

transducer with suitable amplifier for oscillograph recording is suit¬ 

able to above 1000 cps. The Kistler quartz transducer is recommended 

for very high frequency pressure measurements up to about 10,000 cps. 
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Rockettíyne makes extensive use of the Rosemount temperature probes» 

particularly for cryogenic temperature measurements. 

Measurement Techniques. Rocketdyne measurement techniques are 

discussed in a report given to this officer by Mr. Nelson. 

Hydrogen-Oxygen Engines. Some test work is in progress in which 

gaseous hydrogen and liquid oxygen is used. The hydrogen is cooled 

prior to injection. Gas flow rates are measured by recording the dif¬ 

ferential pressure across a metering orifice. Rocketdyne carefully 

filters any gases used in this motor by means of a Linde molecular 

sieve. A pure hydrogen-oxygen plume should be colorlerjs. The presence 

of any color indicates impurities in the hydrogen or oxygen supply. The 

Linde sieve removes most of these impurities. 

Transparent Rocket Motor Test. Rocketdyne is performing combus¬ 

tion instability studies on large rocket engines by means of a full 

scale, two-dimensional model of the test engine. The third dimension 

is approximately two inches. One wall of the engine is made up of a 

layer of two inch Plexiglass. This Plexiglass side wall is in turn 

supported by a heavy steel grid. Conventional pressure and tempera¬ 

ture measurements are made on the contoured surfaces of the chamber, 

and the flame patterns photographed by high speed framing cameras and 

streak cameras. Dr. Levine of Rocketdyne has recently written a paper 

describing this technique. A copy of this paper was secured. 

Experimental Engines. Rocketdyne makes use of Atlas vernier 

engines for many of their experimental studies. They find that these 

are readily modified to test configurations and save them conside.’able 

time smd money. A variety of small vernier engines in the LSAF and 

Rocketdyne inventory are suitable for laboratory test purposes. 
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Recording, input data channels, e.g., oressure, température, 

straii., etc., are patched through an AMP patch board to pignal con¬ 

ditioning amplifiers, to oscillograph or chart recorders, and to a 

Beckman digitizing system for transmission over telephone lines to the 

Canoga Park data reduction facility. This system permits the test 

engineer to have reduced data available within a few minutes of th« 

test. The oscillograph output is used for preliminary analysis and on 

the spot trouble shooting. 

The accuracy of data produced by an oscillograph instrumentation 

system was the subject of a brief discussion. The generally accepted 

criteria is that a good self-calibrating signal conditioning system, 

using the output from well calibrated transducers can normally be 

expected to produce a data. With extreme care, this could be 

reduced to depending on the type of measurement. 

A report written by Mr. Rnloe will be mailed to this officer. 

This will describe, ii detail, the signal conditioning techniques used 

by Rocketdyne at a newly constructed facility at the Edwards Rocket 

Site. 

Safety. Because of the temperate climate in California, most 

test stands are in the open air and have little or no overhead cover. 

Rocketdyne is very cautious about the accumulation of explosive or 

toxic materials. After each test, the stand is deluged to cool and 

flush the area. Explosion proof fans are located in each test bay to 

prevent gas accumulation. Vents from tanks, etc., are carried to the 

top of the test stand before release to the atmosphere. Rocketdyne 

considers entrapment of gases in clothing and hard hats a potential 

hazard. 
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United Technology Center, Sunnyyale 

Person/el seen: 

Dr. T, Aultman Vice President 

Dr. E. A. Weilmunster Staff Scientist 

Mr. A. L. Holtzman Test Engineer 

Mr. K. Hindersinn Test Engineer 

General. The visit to United Technology Center (UTC) was arranged 

and conducted by Dr. E. A. Weilmunster, staff scientist to the company 

president. The visit consisted of a tour of the Sunnyvale facility 

and the Coyote Canyon Test Site, plus detailed discussions with per¬ 

sonnel in charge of various test and experimental facilities. 

Operational Gaseous Propellant Test Cell. Mr. Holtzman demon¬ 

strated an operational gaseous propellant rocket test cell. This sys¬ 

tem was the only such system encountered during the two-week visit. 

Mr. Holtzman's system was simple, flexible, reliable, and closely 

approximates the APIT requirement. The system uses two pressure regu¬ 

lators in series. The first, at the bot'ile farm, is a welding type 

regulator or Grove dome regulator which is set to a nominal pressure for 

a test run. The second electrically loaded dome regulator is precisely 

set prior to the start of a test run. Flow control is achieved by pas¬ 

sing the gases through a Liston Cavitating Orifice and thence to the 

injector. The property of this orifice is that there a direct relation¬ 

ship between mass flow (at a given gas temperature) and the upstream 

pressure. Mr. Holtzman claims better than two percent accuracy for 

this type of flow control system. To vary a flow rate during a run, a 

valve selection can be made so that the gas is routed through a 

different sized orifice. 
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Mr. Holtzman's test engines are ignited by means of a miniature 

spark plug located near the injector face and powered by a Model T 

Ford ignition coil. An ingenious sequencer controls engine start, run, 

shutoff, and purge as veil as recording instruments. This officer was 

provided with photographs and schematics of this sequencer. 

Ballistic Analyzer. Total impulse and mass of propellants con¬ 

sumed during a test run is measured and calculated by a ballistic ana¬ 

lyzer. Signals representing propellant flow rates and engine thrust 

are converted to frequencies proportional to the function. The thrust 

and fuel flows are integrated on electronic counters which are gated by 

a pressure switch on the engine chamber. This apparatus provides an 

accurate measure of impulse and total fuel consummation immediately 

upon termination of the test run. 

Applications. UTC uses a shock tube to subject samples 

of solid propellants to heat pulses for the determination of ignition 

and measure ignition delays. Wave velocity is measured by means of 

locally fabricated thin film platinum temperature gauges. This film 

is applied by painting a mixture of metallic platinum suspended in an 

organic fluid (Liquid Brite 05X) on the glass face of the temperature 

probe. Vacuum depositing or sputtering is recommended for more uniform 

film thickness. 

Burning Rate Measurement. To measure burning rate of solid pro¬ 

pellants, ÜTC bury a Plexiglass light pipe in the propellant. When the 

flame front reaches the end of the light pipe, the light is detected by 

a transistorized photo sensor and is suitably recorded. This method is 

used to measure burning rate of ft grain within the rocket motor. 

Sydrid Engine. Dr. Weilmunntsr demonstrated a hybrid rocket motor 

which delivered approximately four pounds thrust. This was a 
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demonstration model of a motor currently being investigated at UTC. 

The system uses a solid Plexiglass internally burning grain and gaseous 

oxygen. A steel nozzle and injector terminated a hollow Plexiglass 

cylinder which is about eight inches in length, one and one quarter 

inches external diameter, with internal bore of one quarter inch. No 

outer case is used on the grain; consequently, the internal burning of 

the grain may be viewed while the engine is running. The Plexiglass 

tube is both motor case and fuel. Burning is terminated before the 

wall burns through. Nominal running time on a grain is about one 

minute. Ignition is accomplished by spark ignition of a short pulse 

of propane, followed immediately by the gaseous oxygen delivered from 

a small high pressure bottle and controlled by a welding type gas 

regulator. Dr. Weilounster demonstrates this motor on lecture tours 

and would accept an invitation from AP1T to demonstrate this fascinat¬ 

ing rocket engine. 

Coyote Canyon Facility. The last site visited at DTC was the 

Coyote Canyon Facility. Because of the limited time available, only 

the transducer calibration and data recording facilities were seen. 

Schematics of typical signal conditioning and recording systems were 

obtained. 

Lockheed Mj ssile and Space 

Personnel contacted: 

Mr. J. Graca 

Mr. R. Knotts 

Mr. J. Kngler 

Mr. W. Trask 

Company, Sunnyvale 

USAF Admin. Office 

Lockheed Training with 

Industry Officer 

Propulsion Laboratory 

Propulsaon Laboratory 
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Mr. P. L. Peterson Polaris Instrumentation 

Mr. H. Hemesath Santa Cruz Test Site 

Instnunentation Techniques. Discussions were held on instrumen¬ 

tation techniques with Mr. Trask, Mr. Engle, and Mr. Peterson. Lockheed 

like the other companies recommended Taber pressure transducers and 

Baldwin Lima Hamilton load cells. They make high frequency pressure 

measurements and strain measurements on magnetic tape or oscillograph 

running at 160 inches per second. 

Mr. Peterson demonstrated the instrumentation techniques for 

fabricating thermocouples. A water-gas, hydrogen-oxygen welder is used 

for welding junctions of the more difficult materials. Other junctions 

are formed by capacitor spark discharge welding technique. 

Discussion - State of the Art. A very interesting discussion was 

held with Mr. Hemesath from the Santa Cruz Test Site. His first recom¬ 

mendation was that visits such as this had best be made to the Santa 

Cruz facility rather than the main plant at Sunnyvale; however, time 

precluded such a visit on this occasion. 

He spoke of studies initiated on the infrared analysis of rocket 

plumes. He used a very simple device made by the Hammon Burner Co. of 

Oakland, California, as a flame source for these infrared studies. 

This burner is capable of producing accurately controlled flame tempera¬ 

tures and mixture ratios. He suggests that this would be an ideal 

injector for a gas-gas rocket motor. 

Mr. Hemesath provided this visitor with a copy of a report entitled 

"Experiments with a Solid Propellant Acoustic Oscillator", with the sug¬ 

gestion that it would be an excellent starting point for an .iPIT thesis. 
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Aerojet, Sacramento 

Personnel seen: 

It Col Dano USAF Plant Representative 

Mr. H. Dow Manager, Measurement Engineer 

Mr, A. B. Johnson Measurement Engineer 

Mr. R. Baumer Measurement Engineer 

Mr. G. Wallace Measurement Engineer 

Mr. L. Stone Measurement Engineer 

Mr. H. Friedland Measurement Engineer 

Mr. S. Takeda Measurement Engineer 

General. Lt Col Dano referred this visitor directly to Mr. Dow 

who made detailed visit arrangements for the two-day visit. 

Tour of the Test Area. A tour of the test area included viewing 

a 1,000,000 pound thrust stand designed for use on the new generation 

engines. Elaborate, yet practical precautions were in evidence, such 

as fail-safe circuits, readily replaceable control and instrumentation 

elements, and associated cables. 

The control rooms contain the instrumentation recording facilities 

for the local test area. Strain gauge and thermocouple data is ampli¬ 

fied and recorded on e digital tape system as well as on an oscillo¬ 

graph. Strip chart recorders are used to display control functions and 

to monitor test seouences. 

Thrust Measurements. A number of test stands for solid rocket 

motors were inspected. Their capacity ranged from 250 lbs thrust to 

0.5 million lbs. All test stands use flexure suspension to support the 

test bed and motor; the heavier stands use flexure plates, while the 

lighter ones use rods. The more precise systems, 5$ and better, fea¬ 

tured a built-in calibration device. This calibratic i force was derived 
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sidérations for rocket thrust stands. He stated that care aust be 

exercised in the design of a thrust stand in order to achieve the 

necessary frequency response and accuracy. Correctly designed flex- 

nres will permit the stand bias, or flexure restoring forcer to be less 

than Wo, Although this bias does not constitute an error, it com- 

placates the calibration process if it is to be assessed. Mr. Stone 

stands which may be readily adapted to AFIT use 

■ i Aerojet has made' fee of a multi-holed averaging pi tot#0t¡»ti« sys* 
•' ||ïï :[ i;r'i:“|ii ; ft ^ . "t ; y :ji.' !.|I;; :.by ii ' .i :. . r 1' i;; h ' 1 ' ' 1 ■ ' : " : ‘ i: -: i:' -.¾ ' ,. : 

tea to measure mach numbers it linen where! mase flow ratet of gâ«e 

Inches in iliirtif-* Stfeceence was made to work: being dost by Mr. John 

iMff» loith. ¿Äsriem. it Hsfliwool ifcal to ir. Sornt of NASA. 

Mr. Tokeda provided, this visitor wi*h equipment recommendations 

for signal conditioning systems as well as several very useful reports 

and drawings on the subject. Aerojet recommendations were in agree¬ 

ment with those given by other agencien visited on this tour. 
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(knoru.1 Comnoní;: on this Vio it 

Io all caaes, tUs officer vas warmly leceived by genuinely 

interested and qualified personnel in respcnBible positions. They 

wore interested in the ÂFIT facility and the work being done there. 

Tiujse persons gave much time ana energy in ensuring that the visit was 

as successful aa possible. They have offered continued assistance via 

telephone or letter communication. The visit has proven valuable to 

tins officer and has placed at Ms disposal considerable information 

and many valuable contacts. The objectives of the visit were re H&ed 

with the exception of finding the panacea for mass flow measurement of 

gases, 

■ 

Î: 
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Appendix K 

Ii',pl»g!g¡ei:itat:Sl.oii anl PrO'Ctugment Schedule 

The ay»t#a design offered in this report can be Implemented in 

three fh®,aaf# The first phase will incorporate some of the more criti¬ 

cal features, while the second and third phases will complete the 

improvement program* This schedule lists, for each, of the separate Sys¬ 

tems, the work and: pMoweitfit reitdrti for that phase. Costs of lajor 

system components are listed; minor components and miscellaneous parts 

are not included# for such eah-assamblioa that may he locally fahrt** 

cated the estimated cost includes only these items that may have to be 

purchased aai ft#| those parts, normally available fro» workshop «took,. 

Propilaior. fegj Histenj 

1¾¾¾¾ jfc* This phiaise iavolvt« modifying tha ayate«, for elec¬ 

trical control of propellant flow., Componsnt» listed refer to those 

shown in Pin. A~i and listed in falle 1*5. 

(i) Por remote e'leotrical operatioa of the existing' ©rev* do»* 

regulator«, install val/rei ft 1 and valves Tf and associated 

plumbing, Approxlmata eoat of valves, H50. 

¢2) Install solenoid valves "?1 at the propellant manifold, 

Approximate .cost of valves, $4..80, 

(3) Install two test stand, connection racks » On one, mount valves 

as recommended in Table A-5> The second may be a reduced capacity 

stand which 'asea 0*15 inch valve« throughout# Approximate coat of 

reodimnded valves is If20 and about 1800 if the O', 75 inch valvas 

are t««t. 
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(4) Conversion to 1,C inch outside diameter tubing should be 

oommenotd during this pto&ae* 

i'hago Two. During ibis phase the ays tere is converted to sonic 

choke flow uttering as shown, in fig* 1*4, 

(1) Install valvcia ?2 aad V;i in oa.l propeltiiit oliewit* Ytlvu 

cost 1760, 

(2) Install variable and fixed sonic chokes. Approximate cost 

is 1500 for each of the variable venturi and $100 for each fired 

venturi, as supplied by the Pox Valvs Company, Investigations 

should be made into the possibility of locally fabricating fixed 

chokes, using the purchased item as a guide and as a calibration 

reference. 

(3) Install precision gauges 03 and pneumatic tranaaitters, 

/, ppro X ima te c o s t 13 "■ 2. 

(4) Inatall burst diaphragm ami pressure relief valves as appli¬ 

cable. Cost approximately íiííft» 

¢5) Ini tall temperatwi end pMesure trar, educe r»4 

Phac-.e Three, System schedule should be coapleted in this phase. 

(t) Install recomendad fipilalar« :t' «at .IS ia the |!popiH«t 

lines. Approximate coei i# |1600* 

(2) lairtall regulator 14 in j«ge ijrataa# âpipiwliiitii tf«¡t || i|l). 

(5) Install remaining it«« ®mk m.j filters, aiAll gauge a, prej^. 

sure switches, eto., to complete systom- iipeoxiailli^ mtft '1# 

11000, 

ISïElÎÂii;ii 22£H2l 

A single phase construction prograin is irnggested for this elec¬ 

trica.! control system. Two phases are listed to permit the coot to be 
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spread and to avoid having the complete electrical aystern in operation 

'before thö' fiipleioa feed system requires all the eltotrlcal oiremita* 

Phase One, fhe complete electtrloftl ayate» should he fabricated, 

lesa oomputlöf Indicators, etc*, and Installed in the consols cabinet. 

A temporary control panel should be installed which includes only the 

controls applicable to the operational configuration at the completion 

of phase one. Unused cables and switches, etc*» should be stowed below 

the surface of tie control panel* Since the system uses plug-in relays, 

only those required for the operation of the phase-one system need be 

purchased.* fhe approximate cost fair this phase is estimated at $400. 

am a»- « this stage all of 11» electrically controlled com¬ 

ponent s will %« Ittstailed in the tystf» allowing the eoaplete eleotri* 

oil system to be placed lit operation, fbe temporary control panel is 

replaced with the complete, final oonfiguratlon panel including matrix 

"board, illuminated panels, etc. The optional operator display func¬ 

tions (fig. 1-2) »»y be deferred until stage l.hreej honorer, the mass 

flow computing panel should, be included if possible. The cost of com¬ 

pleting th* control system will be about $400, The cost of the mass 

flow' computer for two channelb is estimated at $400, and the parameter 

display circuits may be built for approximately |11G per panel including 

operational amplifiera, 

Phase Three, Those portions of the system not previously com¬ 

pleted should be installed, thus completing the ays tern as, designed. 

MÄ 

Because laboratory safety oamtot be compromised, all of the test 

cell safety features listed in Appendix P «rast be installed during the 

first phase of' the modi float ion program. The major cost; items will be 
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the explosive gas detection apparatus at a cost, of approximtely ¢600 

and the ventilator® approximately I50 aaoh* 

felffiESiSSÍ .Instraiaeritatloa Syetem. Improved acGUxaejr an,I reliability, 

in particular, an. electrical calibration, capability,, i® «¡p#tiy 

required of the laboratory instrumentation system* Therefor#, the 

basic minimum of the measurement instrumentation system must be imple¬ 

mented in the first phase. 

-Saiâ Mr 

(i; ñ-rehace and install patch panel, rain tight wire ducts, 

terminal box, drop box, recommended instrumentation eaftl##» and 

connectors (Ref. Appendix c). 

(2} Install complete instrumentation system wiring as required 

in Pig". 0*1 ant 03* fh# #«tiaat«d #o«t is $900« 

(3) Fabricate and install the following signal conditioning chas¬ 

sis. 

(a) One, 10 channel atraía gauge transduoer 'bridge 

balance and calibrator chassis (Pife.- ¢-5 and C«4)* 

Approximate cos 1200. 

^ M y %/IiC i ¡O '.•■■---ncl t;Vi!'?-«rM:imrpit control and 0 a Vi brate 

chassis (Pig, C-'S). SstíÉatiá cost it00* 

(0) One, 12 channel attenuator «id galvanometer eoatttol 

chassie (Pig, C-10). Estimated coat $130, 

(4) Procure the following equipment! 

(a) Transducer reference power supply - Barrieon lAbora* 

toriee Model 6-201A power supply, cost $160. 

(b) A reasonably accurate ieiitl-wilfht tester, ring« 

25 to 25-00 pslg* Available from federal Stoch. 
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(5) Kintol Model 202E niorovoltmeter, Federal stock 

nunber 6625-720-3537* 

(d) Besistor decade box to 99»999 ohms at Gulf» 

àccumcy «stimtei cost,, |?5, 

(e) Consolidated Blectrodynamlc® falvanoaoters. The 

existing stock, of 350 ohm impedance galvanometers is 

to be retained ï the others may be «.sed in exchange for 

the foilowingi 

8 ea. 7-341 at 1180 ea* 

8 ea, 7-346 at 180 ea. 

S ea, 7-315 at "ISO ea, 

2 ea, 7-362 tt 1li5 ea, 

¢5} ftwcure the following pressure trsnedncsrst 

(a) For installation in the propelliat îmü syirtea» two 

Taber Teletlynfi pressure tMasdttoirs ioclel 206, 

0 - 750 pb%, at I325 each, 

(]>) For chamber pressure- and injector pressure weasurt- 

meits, four Taber Teledyne pressure transducer«, Model 

206, 0 - 500 psigt at I325 each, 

(c) .For lower pressure measurements, each two Taber 

Tel©dyne pressure transducers Model 217, 0 - 100 paig, 

at I550 each, 

âflââ ü!â* 

(l) Fabricate and install additional signal conditioning cha,sills. 

(a) One, 10 channel strain gauge transducer bridge balance 

and calibrate chassis, 

(b) One, 10 chana«! thermocouple control and. calibrate chassis. 
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(c) )ne, 10 charmei. voltage measurement chassis 

(Fig* C-1i). Estimated cost $100. 

(2) Procure the following equipment; 

(a) hesearch Incorporated, Universal thermocouple 

reference junction. Cost I'lOSO# 

(b) Two each., ioselty atrip ohart rcoortes-i Itelil 

680-02 (with 1 millivolt spaa). Cost $825 cachi 

(o) One, M Eleotroniics t!o«Wt 'bridge llrrlvsraal 5fl| 

pound load cell, ífcdel U.5G2,, catalog number 207797, 

a'i 3510. One lead cell required for each thrust stand, 

(à) One, BLH Electronics single bridge Precision 500 

pound load cell, Model OfPl, catalog number 206173, at 

$400. Ore reçu;-red for laboratory calibration reference. 

I.e) Medium ire juency range pcassure transducer (up to 

aboir. 4000 cps), two each. Consolidated Electrodynamics 

pressure transducers, Model 4-350-0001, 500 Psi. ipproxi- 

mats cost $350, 

(f; rood quality mercury canotié ter complete with pump. 

Equipment used to calibrate aircraft aneroid instruments 

«culo be suitable mid is available from Federal «lock. 

(:>) Fabricate fuO pound thrust stands is required, based on design 

given in Aerojet General drawing SRT-5826 and Engineering Rejiort 

5400:10-20, / /nguict \ %A "Axial loros Measureaient Accuracy of T-40??29 

Snail Motor fest Fixture wich f»*4506lif fa»Plao« i|ii¡¡¡r¡|| 

remarks on thin subject given in Appendix D. 

Süüia :&£i- 
(/ ) As renuired, fabricate additional signal chassis fron cir¬ 

cuit® offered in ipptfttlx C. 
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(?) Continue to build up transducer inventer,/ baaed on types 

listed in phase one and phase two. Kistler and Photocon trans¬ 

ducers are recommended for high frequency pressure measurements. 

(3) Procure 56 channel Consolidated Electrodynamics oscillo¬ 

graph - 5-119 P4V-36, plus one standard and one exit slot maga¬ 

zine. Approximte coét tfööü, 

(¿) An required, purchase Arapex PR 1500 Portable Tape Recorder, 

Approximate cost for 0.5 inch system with selection of plug-in 

units nsooo'. 



Introduction 

Appendix F 

Laboratory Safety 

' 

This appendix summarizes the safety features included in the sys¬ 

tem design and lists additional safety features required for optimum 

safety. Also included are notes on the handling of gaseous oxygen. 

In addition to these mechanical and electrical precautions, a 

simple set of safety rules for test cell operation are required. These 

may be terifid from the system operating procedures given in Appendix 1 

G, these notes, and normal test cell safety rules. 
: V:;'" : 

Propulsion Feed System 

The propulsion feed system as described in detail in Appendix A 

of this report includes the following safety features: 

(l) Remote operation of all oxygen valves and regulators. 

(2} Solenoid valves in propellant system are normally closed. 

(3) how pressure rated component protection is achieved by 

the use of blow-out diaphragms and pressure relief valves. 

(4) Propellant gases are filtered prior to entry to the regula¬ 

tors and system tubing. 

(5) Stainless steel components are used wherever possible in 

the system. 

(6) A separate purge valve in series with a 

to purge the propellant lines. Purge 

located as close as possible to the test stand to 

ting tine constants. 
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(7) The complete propellant system is capable of being manually 

vented and purged for maintenance or servicing purposes. 

Propulsion Control Sjatqm 

The electrical control system has a number of safety features 

which ensure optimum protection for personnel and equipment, as summa- 

rited below* 

(l) Cable ducts from the control room to the test cell are pres¬ 

surized to eliminate explosive gas concentration* 

(2-) A system of interlocks prevents the system from being "Armed" 

if these interlocks are not satisfied. 

(?) bow pressure warning and cutoffs operate if gas supply is 

too low. 

(4) A removable test stand safety and selector plug Is used for 

operator protection. 

(5) Key operating arming switch. 

¢6) Fail-safe electrical control. 

(7) Emergency shutdown, switch plus emergency power supply to 

operate normally closed purge »4 deluge valves. 

(8) Flow chart type control panel with valve position indicators 

■and system warning lights* 

Test Cell 

Because Building 79b was originally designed for liquid rocket 

tests, it is not completely suitable for operation with low density 

gaseous fuels such as hydrogen and methane* Ideally, for these- pro* 

pellante, an open test cell or a roll back roof is desired* Since 

this test cell does met have these features, there eiista the 

130' 
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probability of hydrogen gas accumulating in the 

of the teat cell. It is recommended that the 

be incorporated: 

(i) A eeriee of combustible gas detecting probes be Installed 

the roof structure and sequentially sampled by a single analyzer 

located in the control room. This detector would operate an alarm 

when the concentration reaches ^Ofo of the lower explosive limit. ■ 1 ' 1 
The Houston Atlf.s Model $20 multiprobe detector is suggested for 

this application. 

(2) Several roof ventilators 

explosive mixtures. 

(5) All electrical fixtures 

be absolutely explosion proofed, 

fans, and door opening motors. 

ï draw off 

1 “. ¡ 

he test cell 

, heating 

... 

vV.,..' g L::< 

î); 

(4) Explosion proof fans be mounted in the test cell so 

dilution and removal of explosive mi: 

,o as to aid 

(5) Gas storage bottles containing 

should be separated by a flame and fragment 

a concrete block wall. 

.• ■ ■ 
. 

oxidizer, respectively, 

Rtinn barr-ier mirh »a 

cable if trailers 

(6) The test cell should be fitted 

ier such as 

1-:.. 
' ■ ■. 1: ly appli- 

I 

« 

i';! 

■ ■ 

ensure that 
i :■ : 

access doors are closed and the main test cell door is open. In 

addition, interlocks should monitor the operation of ventilating 

fans, fire and explosive gas detectors. 

Oxygen Handling 

Gaseous oxygen 

ponente exposed to this gas must be absolutely cle, 

always be handled 

if»ílíjN ‘í-’í'í"* "il '■■■ill 

I 1 

; 

. Com- 

pletely y 

. . 1 

Í 
I! 

Is 

: i 
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inert. For this reason, specially cleansed stainless steel components 

ahoula 1)6 used wherever poesible. Notwithstanding these precautions, 

accidents resulting in severe burns to personnel have been recorded. 

Most of these are "'unexplained" usually ocauring on operation of a 

manual valve on an oxygen line. 

An oxygen safety memorandum, received from Aerojet General 

Corporation and conversations with experienoed expérimentons (see 

supplementary References), have produced the following recommendations 

concerning the handling of large quantities of gaseous oxygen; 

(1) System components must be absolutely clean and inert in an 

oxygen atmosphere. 

(2) Sudden opening or closing of a valve in a line carrying a 

high flow of oxygen is to be avoided, in particular, opening a 

valve that will admit oxygen into a large volume at low pressure, 

Most recorded oxygen valve fires have oocured under these adrouro* 

stances* 

(}) If the precautions in (2) cannot 'be adhered to as is the case 

in most systems, then arrangements must he made to operate these 

valves remotely so that no injury will result from such fires* 

Hand operated valves, in particular, a valve between the main 

supply manifold and the system feed lines, should he operated by 

means of an extension handle through a flame shield oriented, to 

protect the operator from, the flamea which would originate from 

a valve fire. 

(4) Will# the Aerojet spokeeinar could alt# no instance of a V 

'bottle burning, he recommended that the manifold to which a series 

of these bottles would be attached, should be of small volume so 

132 
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that a small flow of gas would be required to ptssapite the mani¬ 

fold. fo allow for the possibility of a mlve fire at a wïw bot¬ 

tle, the use of fire proof or flame retardant gloves 1» recom¬ 

mended. 

(5) Flame shields should be located around possible sources of 

oxygen flames,. I.e*, valves, regulator®:, etc., to deflect the 

flame from; fuel carrying components. Ample deluge plus the flame 

shield may well prevent the fire from burning through a fuel line. 

This is on the presumption, of course, that the oxygen supply can be 

quickly shut off by remote control. 
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ïroçod^e for Propulsion Peed and Control System 

ililEll* A tentative operating promediare ha© been drafted to aid 

the underatanding of the system operation an,d to serve as a guide for 

the preparation of the finalised system check list* This will outline 

the procedure for the firing of a simple rocket engine, 

JdSS JSSSË* A log book: should be placed in the laboratory control 

room; in this book an operating log will be maintained on a suitable 

JS£ fiSai* &tries will include settings of pressure switches, relief 

valves, hand loaded regulators, throat area of sonic metering chokes, 

filter data, engine running time, etc, 

JMMaaa: The 'basic operating parameters for an 

engine run are established by the test operator. These are engine 

chamber pressure and the propellant mass flow rates required for the 

test. From a series of previously prepared curves, or from, Bq (l)t 

the necessary sonic choke throat area and inlet pressures are estab¬ 

lished* Also required is an estimated value of system purge pressure, 

ISSBSlii^iSS, f£tl, ,SSi SSBlESji IXfilSB Preparation, It 1® assumed 

that "the necessary adjustments and pressure settings on the relief 

valves, pressure switches, and 'blow-out diaphragms have been made. 

The following steps are performed by the system, operator: 

(1} With ’'ArnM key and safety plug in his possession, the opera¬ 

tor performs the following* 

(a) Inspect test cell, noting pressure gauge readings, 

position, of vent valves, manifold valves, etc, 
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(b) Check test engine, open 'hand valves of propellant and 

purge lines, check aeetieity of all fittings and oonneotlons# 

(c) Check, security of eleotrioal conneotions including 

instrumentation cables, etc* 

(d) Using gloves, open valves of propellant supply ‘T1 

bottles, 

(e) Open main nitrogen supply valve* Confirm that the pres¬ 

sure setting' on regulator H4 is at the recommended value 

(approximately 1000 psi). Set purge pressure regulator 

to the required system purge pressure 

(f) Confirm that pressure settings on propellant regulators 

R.1 are suitable for the test, i*e., about 100 to 130 fit 

greater than the maximum, pressure required from regulator B2* 

(g) Set required, throat area on variable .area sonic ohokis* 

(h) Check status of doors, ventilators, fans, .and, other 

test cell safety features. 

(2) Apply 28 volt power (56), confirm Emergency shutdown switch 

(S3) is closed, select Beady switch to manual. Check woltage of 

emergency power supply, and confirm a low battery charging rate. 

(3) Vent low pressure portion of propellant lines to atmosphere by 

operating' valve control switches SY2 and SV11 (vent) for both pro¬ 

pellant lines* 

(4) Turn on instrumentation system reference power• supplies.* 

After 10 minutes warm, up to allow cireuit stabiliKatiott., the 

balance controls associated with force and pressure transducers 

are used to accurately "aero** each data chants! at itPS !«•!* 

Sote: vent valves actuated in step three are still op«ft* .After 
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transducer« and signal conditioning circuits are baXsjwed» a step 

calibration is applied to each of the data charmels in use and 

recorded on the oscillograph. 

¢5) Close vent valves opened in step three. 

(6) Select leady switch S1 to '’sequencer". Patch matrix pin board 

to required test configuration (Ref. Fig, B-l). 

(?) 'Pum test cell status light to red, 

(S) Open main propellant valves VI, confirm the green light on 

prtisnr© warning indicators. 

¢9) 'being load-vent switch SVH, charge control regulator B2 to 

pressure (displayed on GJ) required to deliver desired propellant 

mass flow rates. 

(10) Insert safety plug in test stand socket corresponding to the 

test stand in use. Confirm from log book time settings on delay 

relays KJ; 14» IT» and KB. These relays are located beside the 

safety plug receptacles, 

(n) Check: mal function light and check that all system, interlocks 

are satisfied. Check position of interlock defeat switches SI2 

and SI 3, 

(12) Confirm that instrumentation system, is ready. Confirm se¬ 

quencer switch (S10) is correctly set, t,e„, all buttons up. 

¢1.3) With Arm key, operate Arm switch (32), 

Engine Run. For sequencer operation, aa set up by the foregoing 

procedure, the system firing is as follows! 

(1) Sound airen briefly. 

(2) The push but tona on «witch S10 are operated, one at a, time from 

top to bottom,. A card holder, located beside sequencer switch S10 

oan, be need to display the time sohedule for the test. 
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(?) The last buttoiiis) on the sequencer shut the engine dovn. 

Had the Ready switch (31) been set to “Ready manual", the following 

steps would be executed to run the engine. Hete that the sequencer ao 

used above accomplishes the same procedure, 

(1) Start recorders, 

(2) Press igniter switch (S5), 

(5) Open fuel and oxidiaer start valves (8?2). 

(4) Open fuel and oxidiæer run valves (SV'J), 

(5) Close start valves (S?2). 

(6) Open igniter switch (35). 

(?) Engine is now running, 

(8) To stop engine, press Auto-Stop (34) or operate purge 

switch (37), close propellant valves in desired order (S¥5)» 

close purge switch (S7) after two seconds# 

(9) Turn recorders off. 

Shutdown,, To shut the system down, perform, the following steps* 

( 1 ) Remove Arm, key and safety plug. 

(2) Select Ready manual (81), open start valves (SV2), vent 

regulators 82 and lines (SV1l) until exhausted. 

(3) Close main propellant valves (S¥l). 

(4) Turn off Ready and Power switches (31 and 36), 

(5) Vent propellant lines (?7 and ¥8), 

(6) Close "K" bottle valves, vent manifold, turn off nitrogen 

supply, 

(7) Complete log book ©stries» stow Arm key and Safety plug in 

an, assigned location# Secure the laboratory# 

Emergency Shutdown. The Emergency shutdown (ESB) switch (Sj) may 

be operated at any time during the test sequence. Actuation of this 
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switch closes all propellant system valves at the same instant and 

starts the purge which continues as long as the BSD switch is open 

or until the system Ready switch (Si) is set to "off". 
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